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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING, DEC EM HER 8, 11)05.
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center la Henonta. Anna
Colorado, a beautiful young actress of
the Teato! Espanol. At a recent per
formance of Oaldo's "El Abuelo," the
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Pays Penalty.

in Human Guise Could Have Invented, High

Which Was

Turkish
HUSBAND
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Official

Practiced.

corn-sessio-

Sensational acBerlin. Doc. 8.
counts of the misdeeds of General
Arif Pasha, governor general of
In European Turkey, prom- lnent military advisor of the sultan,
have reached here. Officers or civil
ian officials who refuse to Identify
themselves with his system of
disappear mysteriously
on extremely slender pretexts. General Chefkct Pasha, for Instance, second In command, vanished from his

hls crime, he had received 60 strokes
with a thick leather thong. He fired
at the tyrant when Arif was leaving
his residence, but the bullet hit the
wrong man, and an
was
killed on the spot.
The soldier, whose name was Fou-chawas arrested and Immediately
confessed his Intention of killing
Arif In order to revenge his own
wrongs. Arif, however, saw an opportunity of crushing his principal

mak-ienient-

:CURDY STEPS
DOWN AND OUT.

)ec. 8. The resignation
ileCurdy, general maim-uLife insurance com- sented to the hoard of
and was accepted. The
to take effect on Do- al

WHY HE TOOK
IOL OF EQUITABLE.
ec. 8. Tomas F. Kyan,

control of the
by buying the stock
yde, was the first
the

ce
y.

He testified
d
the Hyde stock
that by so doing
he most tremendous
ry had ever seen, and
ived would have
had been put
a receiver. Ryan said
purchase, E. H. Harriot the Union Pacific,
"e of
the purchase.
arrlman'8 offer. Ryan
tons as to
quest
iswer
1
at the conversation
Hughes
nd Harriman.
d to know whether
truth In the report thai
there would be an investigation of life insurance business
If Harriman was not given an interest lu tne Equitable: Ryan declined
to answer. Hughes asked If Harriman
had said anything to intimate that
auything disastrous would happen to
Ryan's Interest if he refused to share
with Harriman. Ryan refused to ans-ei again but on advice of his attorney replied that Harriuiau had not
made such a threat.

THE DEATH TRAP IS
SPRUNG AT LAST.
Mrs. Mary Mabel Rogers was hanged at the Vermont state prison at
Windsor, at 1:13 this afternoon for
the murder of her husband, Marcus
Rogers, at Bennington, August 13,
li02. Mrs. Rogers was pronounced
dead by the prison officials at l:27Vi-Thexecution took place after the
woman had been twice reprieved on
account of appeals made in her case
by her counsel, and after the United
Slates supreme court had refused to
take action In the case. Only a comparatively few persons witnessed the
hanging, the number being restricted
to those permitted to attend by the
laws of Vermont.
comMrs. Rogers malntainel
posure to the last and mounted the
gallows with a steady step. Although
a deadly pallor overspread her coun
tenance, hardly a muscle quivered as
Deputy Sheriff Spafford pronounced
the fatal words, "I now proceed to
execute the sentence of tbo law and
may God have mercy on your soul."
When the words had been spoken,
Deputy Sheriff McCauU'y sprang the
trap aud the drop fell. Her neck was
broken.
e

be-re-

"ill"1

GtrJCKKZKO

young actress and the marquis missed
a cue. leaving Senorlta Guerrero waiting alone on the stage in an embarrassing Wjsltlon. At the end of the
performance fiJtiora Guerrero found
that her husband and Senorita Colorado' had been 'too much interested
In each other to notice their cue. A
violent scene followed and Senorita
Colorado was dismissed from the company.
The marquis belongs to one of the
most aristocratic and richest families
In Spain. He has a long string of
titles. When he was 20 years old
he became a millionaire by inheritance and raced through most of his
fortune during a wild career In Mad

.
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ded
Senorlia Venturita, who soon
died, and the murquis became a professional Hctcr. He played parts with
Guerrero and soon married her.
Senora Guerrero's parents are said
to bear 1h. highest names In Spain,
and there Is a mystery about her
life. Her ostensible parents are poor
upholsterers, but she has all the
features of an aristocrat, and she received In her youth a finished classical education, while her supposed
brothers and sisters were given only
a meager amount of schooling. When
she was a baby she was often taken
to the palace of a certain Spanish
duchess In Madrid, and the'general belief is that this duchess is her mother.
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SUIT FOR DAMAGES

PAPER PULP MILLS
THAN THE SWORD
LIBRARY INTEREST AGAINST THE SANTA FE RAILFOR THE NORTHWEST.
ROAD COMPANY IF SUIT IS NOT
A numTacoma. Wash., Dec. S.
ber of capitalists, connected with one
SETTLED SOON.
of the largest pulp paper companies The Birthday of Bjornstjerne Firs Year's Success of Library
in the United States, following sugA. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe, attorney
gestions by J. J. Hill, who is greatly
for the Pueblo Indians in New Mexico,
j
Bjornson,
Chief
Norway's
School
Girl's
For
of
Interested in the scheme, have sewho has been in the city the past
cured a location at Sunset Falls, Snotwo days In coiinectio with the matPoet
Celebrated.
South.
the
homish county, for a paper mm.
ter oX the damage suit of the Isleta
which will cost $1,(100,0(1(1
and will
Pueblo Indians against the Santa Fe
nive employment to 4H0 men. Sunset
itailroad, left yesterday for his home
Kails Is an Immense water fall, one SEVENTY THRtE YEARS OLD! ENDOWED BY MR. CARNAGIE in Santa Fe.
mile from Index, capable of being deDefine leaving Albuquerque, Judge
veloped into a capacity of lio.OOU
Abbott staled that unless the road
Combined to Do Library Day HuS Proven Quite saw fit to settle the matter out of
t
court, he would Institute damage prouse spruce and poplar, of which there!
ceedings against It at once.
Him Honor and Show
West
in
Successful
for-is a great abundance in nearby
'
"The grade of the road at Isleta,"
ts. It has secured concessions from
j
said Mr. Abbott, "caused the wa'ers of
Affection.
Virginia.
the Great Northern railway, permitthe flood at that point last spring to
ting sealxjard terminal rates.
Thei
back up, Hooding the vineyards and
company will ship large quantities of
farms of the Isleta Indians, entirely
Christiana,
8.
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the pulp to the Orient in .Mr. Hill's
the Norwegian Het, is sev- - anPP wln an invitation sent out by destroying their crops. We estimate
steamers.
enty-threyears old today, and tlie!MHS Anne Wallace l the Carnegie the damage at $3,uuJ, and that Is the
event IS celeluatcd in all pans of I .ihra
rf this eilv. remanent t Ives amount of damages we will ask for.
Norway with great popular etuhusl of libraries In Al.iliauia. Florida, Nortu I have been in communication with
CHICAGO FDUCATI0N
asm. Literary and singing soeiettun Carolinn. Soulh Carolina. Tennessee, representatives of the legal departB0AROEAS0NL15S jail through the country
have arranged. Texas, Virginia and Georgia met here ment of the road with a view to havcelt orations in honor of the oet'8 today at tile Carnegie Library for a ing a settlement of the matter outChicago. 111., Dec. 8.
side of the conns, but as yet we lime
The Hoard birtnday, with music, recitations and
days' conference. The object of arrived
at no definite understanding "
uf education of this city is in a1 orations. No man lu Norway has en-- ' two
to
Is
promote
meeting
the
As Judge Abbott was hoarding the
rather unpleasant position. For many deared himself to the people of that and uniformity of meth ds in the
months numerous complaints from couniry more than itjurnsou, who.se work of the librarians and to Interest tiaiii. he exclaimed, "You mav say
jtliat from all
principals, teachers ainl school trus-- l literary works, particularly his earlier
s Santa Fe
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SENATOR CLINGS TO
LIFE TENACIOUSLY.
Portland. Ore., Dec. 8. At So'clock
this morning Senator Mitchell was
apparently dead. Dissolution set In
about 3 o'clock. Tylfe clung to him
forti(lcation first manitenaciously.
All
fested Itself In his extremetles.
efforts of the physicians were devoted
to keeping him alive with saline solution.

GENERAL, AU1FA PASHA.
home and was not heard of for many

months. Arif had reported to the sultan that Chefket Pasha was secretly
supporting the revolutionary
agitation, and the sultan,
without further ado, issued a decree
banishing this high officer and honest administrator.
Some of Arif's
enemies are murdered suddenly, silently and mysteriously.
One feature of Arif's regime consisted In extremely cruel treatment of
the troops under his command. Recently an attempt to assassinate him
wag made by a malcontent
soldier
w ho have not rect Ived a cent of pay
for eight years, and on several occasflogged by
ions had been brutally
Arif's orders. On the day preceding
Afaee-Aont-

an

MITCHELL NOW
THRESHOLD OF DEATH.
Portland, Ore., Dec. 8. Physicians
In attendance upon Senator Mitchell
Issued the following bulletin at 10
o'clock: Senator Mitchell is gradually growing weaker.
He Is now lu,
In conversation
profound coma."
with the Associated Press one
said his condition Is absolutely
hopeless. The doctor would not hai-ar- d
a statement as to the possible
duration of the senator's existence.
He may die at any moment, but he
may live for hours.
SENATOR

enemy, General Chukrl Paeha, his
He inown second In command.
structed his subordinates to extract
from Fouchan a confession that General Chukri Pasha had hired him to
murder the governor general.
Arif's creatures began thir fiendish
operations. First, he received promises that his punishment would be
greatly reduced If he denounced General Chukrl Pasha as his accomplice.
Then hfr was flogged,
Ho refused.
starved, bullied and coaxed in suc
cession.
Finally he was placed in a small
dark cell: The finer, celllnn and walls
sharp
were thickly covered with
spikes. As he stood, the spikes penetrated his sandals and head.
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Service Secretary Shaw Will Not Make
Deposits Unless Situation
Restored in Finland But
Grows Worse.
Not Elsewhere.
and

Mail

Herliti, Dee. 8. A dispatch to the
TaKcrblatt from .St. Petersburg, dated
)esterday and received lure today by
Prussia,
av of Kvdtniitint ii. Kasl
says that Premier Witte offered his
resignation to the emperor, who re- to accept II.

TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION
RESTORED WITH FINLAND.
London. Dec. S. The Great North-cTelegraph company mis morning
reestablishel connection by wile wlm
Helsinki. ,r, Finland. The comp.iuy
is inlnrined 'bat he Mtal service is
aguiii opeiuting in Finland, but not
hiItussian .;urdei.

--

Washington, D. C, Dec. 8. The
emergency bill appropriating 111,000,-00for immediate use In the construction of the Panama canal will be
taken up in the senate Monday. It
expected that the senate will
store the f .,.ri)ii,MHi cut out by the WAS ASSAULTED WITH
nianing the total appropria
A DEADLY WEAPON
tioii of $16,500,000.
0

I

iI

SECRETARY SHAW

NOT
AT ALL ALARMED.
D. C, Dee. 8.
Secre-

Washingron.
tary Shaw announced after the cabinet meeting today that the subject of
making deposits in national banks to
relieve the money situation, had not
been mentioned at the meeting. Th"
secretary added thai he did not exMORE RAILROAD EMPLOYES
STRIKE AGAINST MILITARY. pect to make any deposits today or
any action unless the situation
Warsaw, Die. 8. Advices received take
grew ma'erially worse.
lu re unlay trom Kiga and Orloff say
that the railroad nun at those places COTTON REPORT MADE
struck las i ti ght as a protest against
PUBLIC TO DECEMBER 1.
the proi lamaiioii ol niartil law In
Washington D C Dec. 8. A bill."similar news
lie liable province.-- .
bureau
comes from fiamana to the effect that Mln Issued by the census
: luemployes of the lat st railroad snows me niiinner or twites m
19"r,. to be
1,
)m i.. struck because of the nroclania- - ginned to December
an
counting rouiim units
;.
lion of martial law in ine government
half bales. The previous report i- how office at Hamaria.
7. m m? l.a.es ginned to Noveni- ber, I Hi j.
SOLDIERS DISCUSS CONDITION
OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS.
MEET ACROSS WAR S
Berlin, Dee. X A dispatch
from
LONG FILLED CHASM.
I. od. Itussian Polau. says that the
Gov- Vickburg. Miss., Dec. 8.
so idlers In the barracks
there are rnnr Penny jiacker and a distinguishan ally excited and are holding meet-- i ed patty nf Peiins) lvania. arrived
lt - and iliscus.-in-g
the situation.
Iole today to take pari In the exercises on the occasion n! be ti"aii.-fe- r
FIRST LEGAL HANGING
t.f ice leeer.' ) erected Pennsylvania
OF NEGRO RAPIST. id liiimi nt in tin National Military
Ul.mta. Ga Dee. 8 The t'n.--t K Pari; to the United S'aici-- . The mmi
place
f Fulton uii,. nt s'.inds en Pennsylvania
L'a! exet ution in the history
took place In the park, and will In- formally tied
i eii.ty
tor criminal
hi Tower today
whin Jim Walker, a lean and transferred this afternoon.
Ippi
ot
M'wsi
s. If con vict e.l negro assailant, who Govt rnnr Vardtnian
Mr- - Alice Moore, wire of a and his stall' will a'tenl the
o'
wii-tprogram 1..H
was cises. An Interesting
of Atlanta,
nieicuant
bang'-d- .
re,. are, I tor :!ie ticcaslon
been
I

I

JUSTICE NOW HAS THE TESTIMONY ON THE SCALES OF JUSTICE.
evidence In the diamond ring
replevin case, instituted by Mrs. Kan-ni- e
C. Gravelle against L,. O. Rosen-fielparticulars of which appeared
In The Evening
Citizen yesterday,
closed In Justice Craig's court yesterday afternoon. . Since that time th
Judge has been carefully weighing the
testimony on the scales of Justice.
As to the ownership of the ring,
there is no quemlon, it being Indisputably the properly of the plaintiff.
It Is as to whether George Miller
pawned the ring against the wishes
of the plaintiff or with the impression that it belonged to him, and as
to whether Mrs. Gravelle nide solicitations for the return of the Jewel,
and did not enter Into a conspiracy
with Miller to defraud the pawnbroker, that is causing Justice Craig
plenty of room for healthy it hough t to-- i
day. It has proven to be a case with
many complications and difficult of
illsjiosltlon.

te

Czar Refused to Accept It, Senate Will Probably Restore
to the Panama Canal
Says Round About
Emergency Bill
Telegram.
MORE RAILROADERS CO OUT FIVE

IS IN

LITIGATION

SO BUSY TODAY

FERED RESIGNATION

The Telegraph

IN RING

WASHINGTON NOT

e

-

an

AGF.D SEATOR.
Portland, Dec. 8. Lnited States
Senator John H. Mitchell died at 11:40
from
this morning, death resulting
complications which followed the removal of four teeth at a dental office
yesterday morning. Senator Mitchell
was born In Washington county. Pa.,
GIVE SALVO
June 22, 1835. He came to Portland
Constantinople, Dec. 8. The ambassadors of the six powers at a con- in 18151, and was olected to the sen-a- le
the first time In 1873. From hifl
ference Just held here, accepted some modifications proposed by the Porte
h
to the original scheme for the financial control of Macedonia, and the agree- 70th birthday, June 22. last, when
pracment as amended, has been forwarded to their respective governments for was found guilty of fraudulentMitchell
ratification. This is expected to be done promptly, when the Incident will tices in the public domain,
be closed. The modifications accepted In no way affect the efficacy of declined rapidly.
the scheme, but are given, apparently, to the sultan's

j

j

FIRST YEAR

Ore., Dec. 8. Senator
Portland.
John H. Mitchell suffered two severe
hemorrhages last night as the result
if having an ulcerated tooth extracted. Dr. Glesy, who ts In attendance,
"Senator Mitchsaid this morning:
ell's condition is very grave. At J
o"clock last nlgnt he was In a
state and his mind was wandering more or less.
Senator Mitchell has suffered for.
many years from diabetic trouble,
which with the mental strain to which
he has been subjected and his advanced age, makes it difficult for him
to overcome trouble that otherwise
might not prove serious. If he does
not rally soon diabetic coma may be
feared and if the senator witers that
condition 1 fear It would be the end."

j

rtry

TROUBLtS

seml-conioto-

FINAL HOPE VANISHES
AT TELEPHONE MESSAGE.
Windsor, Vt., Dec. 8. A telephone
messjge trom White River Junction
to the state prison, sent t.j Attorney
Charles A. .McCarthy, representing
Mrs. Mary .M.
IIukits, to Me effect
that Governor Bell had devalued to
grant a reprieve. Indicated that the
with
last possibility of interference
the execution of the woman, set tor
this afternoon, had vanished. Tne
lawyers information was verified a
few moments later by ffu othcial telephone message from Governor Bell
to Sheriff Peck. Final arrangements
for carrying out the death sentence
were all made.

y

BY

AGGRAVATED

1902

Rutland, Vt., Dec. 8.
Unless file
United Slates Supreme Court grants
a habeas corpus at the last moment,
Mrs. Mary Rogers, convicted of the
murder ot her husband, will be hanged tndav under the direction of Sheriff II. H. IVck of White River Junction.

Following the
District Attorney
Investigation
oon it was reported
completed
his
eadv
)secutlou of the cases
wort 01 mis
says the
attorney Jerome will,
he close of the
ask for a spe-to deal r with these
had planned to take a
ut he hag now aban-i- ,
s
and instead, Is
for a prompt
mtion of the insurance
lything criminal should
c. 8.

investigat-toda-

For Years With Diabetes

tin-ban-

Mendoxa.
The Btorm

Suffered

Means of Punishment Which Only Malignant Devil

rid. He fell In love with Venturita.
daughter of the Duchess de la Torre
and of famous General Serrano, her Circumstances in Deliberate
spouse,
of Oueen Iaalella
anj
of Spain,
Murder of Unsuspecting
Venturita. very fond of private
maratricals, promised to marry the
Man Were Shocking.
qulg If he would become an amateur
actor, in tiie palace or ne uucness
de la Torre, In Madrid, was a minla- tnre theater, and here the marquis EXECUTION IS WITNESSED BY FEW
made an Initial appearance. He wed

Madrid, Dec. 8. A violent quarrel
hlnh mutual friends feiir will lead
to the divorce court, has occurred beJ
tween Senora Maria Guerrero, the best
known actress In Spain, and her hus- the Marquis Ferdinand Diaz de

Senator

Aged

Heartless Murderess

KILLED

CLOSE

AT PORTLAND

HIS REIGN OF TERROR

After Many Delays Most

Interesting Story of Love, Mystery and Jealously
Brings Out Extravagance of Spanish Noble
and Peculiar Rearing of Actress

Criminal

MITCHELL DIED

SULTAN'S FAVORITE AND

HANGED TODAY

ARE NEAR TO DIVORCE

Preparing to

R

MRS. ROGERS IS

SPAIN'S THESPIC STARS

T1V1TY

NUMBER :U)8

-

SO CLAIMS J. W. ARNETT TO
ARREST OF SPECIAL
CAUSE
OFFICER GRAYS.
J. W. Arneit, a night switchman
employed by the Santa Ft) railroad
company, appeared bt fore Justice of
I lie I'eacc Craig; yesterday
and swq-ou- t
a warranl for the arrest of Special
orlic.r Grays, also employed by the
Santa Fe company.
Arneit alleges that he was assaulted by Grays yesterday with a deadly
weapon.
The case is scheduled to
heard by Justice Craig this afternoon,
beginning at 4 o'clock.

li

ROSE RESIDENCE SOLD

-

TO TH05. TRIANT

.'--

I

-

u-

.

.

Mrs. Hooker Rose, of Tennessee.
foriiitrlv a resident of Albuquerque,
bus sold her handsome bouse, at the
co. i'
of lldith street aud Copper
avenue, to Thomas Tnant, a wealthy
biinl en:1,i .1 ,.f Crand Uasbl.s. Mich..
wiio rtrt'inlv arrived in Albuuueruua
W1(V ,,, califoruui.
m
So dellght- ed las Mr. Iii.itt mil his wife
tilt I: this city that Ihey decided
to restd,. I.eie. The sale of the Rosa
state was brought about through the
real estate agency of W. 1.
The piirclia.-,price was about $5,500.
Mr. a:.' Mr.-- .
Ii.iiit are ai present
be-to-

e

g

ol (lie Alvar.nio.

s

I

i

New York Money.
New York, Dec. S. Money on call,

i''t
'i

L'":
1

luime liorcalitl'c paper,
silver.
i

Z

V

' '7

V
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CHAFFEE

UNITED STATES WAR

rublUhed Daily ant Weekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company THE LIEUTENANT GENERAL
Entered at Tnntoffw for tmnnmiwion throuKh th
mails an acotid claaa irattw.

Orr'le.l.vl

I

I

dispatch from Log Angeles,
dated December fi, snys:
In
his
At a imlilic rectptionhonor Inst nlnlit. Lieutenant
General and Chief of Staff,' Adna
K. Chaffee of tin- Cnlted States
nnny predicted Unit tht United
States will again go to war.
Tim prediction was made In Oen-i-ra- l
Chance's address" regarding
the work of the army. He said:
Oentlotnuu, war will come
attain. There ate plenty of men
In this room who will fee our
country at war again. Not on
our own soil, perhaps; yrm must
remember that we have now
become one of the nations of the
earth. We have great Interests
to defend.
we
"When that war comes
must lie intelligently prepared
for It.
"Modern war is net what war
used to be. No one is now fitted to command troops who Is
not a scientific and well trained
man.
Modem war must be scientifically treated to save hu-

-
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Daily by Carrier, 60c per month

RUN OVER AND
KICKED BY A HORSE.
Edward Holt was thrown from his
buggy while driving In Hie Sapullo
ronniry, San Miguel county, and run
'over .mil kicked by the horse, tie is
painfully but not seriously Injured.
The horse became scared and ran
away, breaking the shafts and disentangling hlms If Itoin the buggy.
Give Your Stomach Rest.
Nothing will cure Indigestion
I

I

If..., .If

FRIDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If sot we can secore it for yo by a small
wantad.lnTha Fyerin Citi?en. It only costs

One Cent

Per Word Insertion

rey

upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
and you can
net
money Is
thrown away. We have algo rented hundred of houses
by our want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-tise-

II

DECEMBER

BANK IsS7ITUTIONS

8,

1905.

jT

Montezuma Tftist
ALBUQUERQUE,

.NEW MEXICO

d

througn them.

F L.I V P H
C

r your fi withV

,he

WpR,Prn
Union or Postal Tele-graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
ad
thft casih to The Citizen office, or telebuy, and send
phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

that

on1

ou cant exgive the stomach rest,
pect that a weak stomach will regain
Kb strength and get well when it Is
compelled to do the full work that n
You
sound stomach should do,
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get
well when It Is compelled to do a full
day's work every day of the week.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect
and digests the food regardless of the condition of your stomach.
Relieves Indigestion. Kriching, Sour
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Sold by all druggists.
HAS NOT GIVEN "uP

CITIZEN.

KVKKING

ALHUOUKHQUK

PAGE TWO.

TV

Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

POSITIONS OPEN

TECHNICAL

nd

1

Ve
at once mmpftent Architect. Crtm,ft,
TVituchtvTien, Sup rrinundt-iits- ,
Civil, l.W-- i trual. Mechanical. Marine anH Mitnrft I nirincrr to hll nnniiona
pavm
ynr. AW m.wy Kvecutive, Clerical and .Salesman jvtiit'n ami fKul oiMwirtunitie lor
nien hav'nir money to invest Hri their wrtirtv Over
n.xo erm. lovers rely on us for all their h,h (Trade
High grade exclusively.
fen. Office in 12
Wute it
nnd "U'e ooiti"n rl- ired.

Capital and Surplus $100,0
Interest Allowed on Savings Depo,

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- 'A
CEIPTS, as low as J10.00 and aa high
rfntii pr
as $20ii.iKi. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
HAPCOODS 'Inc.'. Brain Drokors and strictly private.
AdTerltslng Rates Made Known on Application
917 Chrmical Hulftllnf, St. Louii
month to one year given. Goods re-With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
main in your possession, our rates
Subwibem will confer favor by nntifyinr u
WANTED
of ths papr.
on any
beus
see
and
Call
reasonable.
WANTED
Clean rags, .nijuire a are
All lrtUr-- and remit tance should ris utldrrFHexi tn
fore borrowing.
The Citizen oflice.
The CrrifcFN Pi hi.inhino Company. Urnfm
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
mony oidr
chrrkt, pontoftic and expr
V'ANTlil- -A
cook. Aiiuly
at 217 Steamship tickets to and from all
munt b made payable to the order of the
South Fourth street.
LOCATING IN MEXICO.
romnny.
parts ot the world.
J. A. Walker, wno is In I.as Vegas WANTED Position by German lady
man life.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
OUN TILMHONIB:
ot
as chambermaid in first-clato superintend the manufacture
hotel
315 West Railroad Ave.
"The Japanese are a military
Color.ulo I
Automatio 81
the portable sanitary houses for the
or rooming house. Apply at 202
people, but we are not. Wo do
PRIVATE OFFICES.
South Edith street.
tent city cf the National Fraternal
not pet on with military prepOpen Evening.
sanitarium, has received a letter from WANTED
arations as they do, but we
s second-hanGentlemen
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and St
J. A. Lewis, financial manager of Zlon
clothing. No. 515 South First street
PROftSSIONAL CARuS
should be readv f ir conflicts."
report thJt
111.,
the
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
saying
City,
iff
that
south of viaduct. Send address and
f
DENTISTS.
Dowie has given up his plans of es
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
tablishing a colony In Old Mexico, is WANTED Position as grocery salesDR. J. E. KRAFT,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
false, but that he and a Mr. Wllhite,
man. Four years' experience; can
Dental Surgeon.
to
going
secretary,
back
are
general
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
WOMEN OF WASHINGTON.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. ;
furnish best of reference. Willis G.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
Mexico the latter part of the month
Edwards, 4"! South Edith street.
W..J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
J. c. a
to locate and go on with the project, WANTED A woman
to keep house Both 'phones. Appointments made by
A. M. Blackwell
Solomon Luna
George
Arnot
LOilO people there
O. E
Wee Willie Sudhoff, the St. Louis
expect
to
take
and
Washington, D. C, Dec. 8. Miss
in a family of four; throe children; mail.
pitcher, has been traded to Washingthis winter.
present
daughter
the
of
wages.
."i; no washing;
Root,
Edith
references.
' secretary of state, Is anion? the pop- The new coloney Is known as the Inquire Saturday
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
ton. Is he going or coming?
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SAN1
after 3 o'clock at
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Zion Paradise of Mexico, and the rea
in
set
cf
cabinet
the
ular
members
corner
southwest
street
o
Twelfth
hours, 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Mike Sullivan received $2,225 for
is on ac-country
to
going
son
for
that
and Granite avenue. Seymour.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4U2. Apdefeating Jimmy Gardner at. San Washington.
of the climate, resources of the
Secretary of State Root has liought count
WANTED
.
Nurse tor training at the pointments made by mail.
Francisco. Gardner's share of the
country and the cheap land.
Home. A regular course in class
purse was $745.
Mr. Walker has sold to John Alex
LAWYERS.
work and practical nursing; also
ander Dowie the right to manufacture
by atlectures and examinations
Abe Attell has blossomed Into the
his tents in Old Mexico, which wlli
S. Rodey.
Bernard
tending physicians. For further inowner of a boxing club in New York,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue.
be one of the occupations of the colhis
formation, address. Superintendent, N. M. Prompt attention given to all
and he's out to get the money, as
ony.
,
the Home, I. as Vegas, N. M.
name signifies.
The report has been spread broadbusiness pertaining to the profe&aion
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
By Chicago wholesale and Will practice in all courts of the terri
cast over the United Siates by the WA.TEI
President Roosevelt was one of the
mail order house, assistant niana tory and before the United State
press that Elijah II. bad given up
at the
most interested spectators
ger, (man or woman), for this coun- land office.
plans of establishing a new colhis
Offtcwa and Director.
.game.
As
Army and Navy foot ball
ty and adjoining territory.
Salary
ony in the republic to the south.
Ira M. Bond.
of
RAYNOLDS
S.
JOSHUA
none of the players were Injured,
P
$20 and expenses, paid weekly; ex.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
M. W. FLOURNOT
course he was
Ylce P
pense money advanced.
For Cracked Hands.
Work is N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FRANK
MeKEB
Rough skin and cracked hands are
pleasant and position permanent. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
R. A. FROST
Young Corbet t will soon leave for
".
AMtitant
or experience re- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
not only cured by Do Witt's Hazel
No investment
1L
.
fight
RAYNOLDS
Herrera, the
F.
the coast. He is to
Salve, but an occasional application
quired. Write at once for full par
w7
Bryan.
club,
Angeles
Mexican, before a Los
r. . d.
will keep the skin soft and smooth.
ticulars and enclose
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
early tn January. He expects to fight
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
1
envelope. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
Best for Eczema, Cuts, Tturns, Boils,
iMV
Hanlon-Herman
que,
M.
Office, First National
N.
Ihe winner of the
Chicago, 111.
htc. The genuine DeWitt's Witch
street.
building.
February.
Bank
bout in
Hazel Salve affords Immediate relief
Capital
Authorized
FOR RENT
E." w. Dobton.
in all forms of Blind, Bleeding, ItchPaid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
.$5
rooms tor
.
Jimmy Britt and Nat Goodwin, !.e
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Croni
ing and Protruding Piles. Sold by al FOKhVe.Y1 kill uisiieu
Large
airy.
524
housekeeping.
coinediau, will make a tour of Engand
druggists.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
West Railroad avenue.
land in an auto next summer, Britt
Stingle.
JohnH.
says if Nelson will agree to meet him
WILSON'S CONDITION WORSE
FOR i RENT Dei ij room in
heated
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW16, N
Suite
AND DEATH EXPECTED.
he will retire after fighting the Dane
Porter- - T.
office; use of telephone.
Armljo building, Albuquerque
and launch a theatrical troupe of his
Richard fi. Wilson, the young man
field Co.. 11 West Cold avenue.
N. M.
KOOtFe,
a:
l
hospital
Santa
own.
in St. Vincent's
FOR RENT Parlor and dining room,
ARCHITECTS.
as the result of injuries received last
with use of kitchen range; electric
beneath
falling
A Chicago paper says Willie Hes-to- n Representative
Cochran's
evening
by
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- , 5 Bourke
Saturday
light and bath. 208 South Arno
wept when he heard of Michigan's house on Sixteenth street and has had a Santa Fe Central passenger train,
rooms
Barnett building
street.
)
defeat.
If lie shed any tears they it remodeled lnu an English basement on which he was stealing a ride near
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR RENT Tinee uuiurnished and
should have been, for the swamping siyle. It Is a historic place, having Willard, will probably die.
one
one furnished hotiRe.
Also
CIVIL ENGINEERS
Heston is been built by George M. Robeson,
of Canton by Massillon.
At 10 o'clock yestreday morning he
large store room. Enquire 312 W,
ald to have received $300 for play-lu- g secretary of the navy under Presi- was failing rapidly. Blood poison has
D. F. McCrolllng.
Lead avenue.
OF ALBUQUERQUE
one game with the Canton team. dent Grant.
started In his left shoulder as the resurveying an
Civil engineering,
L,
sunny
room.
T
Pleasau
Ke
Foil
be
arm
crushing
of
his
of the
sult
avenue.
Auto
drafting,
209
Railroad
The loss of Bezdek. Callin and
with eastern exposure, in private
neath the wheels of the train. Infec
Hitchcock by the Chicago Maroons WEBSTER'S IMPERIAL
family. Electric lights and bath matlc 'phone 740.
developed In the lower
tion
has
also
will reave quite a hole for Alonzo
No. 315 West Iead avenue,
CAPITAL
It
was
1100,000.0
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
severely crushed.
which
DICTIONARY THE BEST limb,
Stagg to fill next season, but the sucApartments in Paik
FOR KENT
may
necessary
the
to amputate
be
$260 ,000.00
DEPOSITS
...u.
cessful Chicago coach declares he has
A. L. Morgan.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
ten men available, and that next, sea- THE ONLY NEW COMPLETE WEB limb.
CONTRAC
INDEPENDENT
THE
H
throughout.
equipment
modern
As a result of Wilson's condition,
son the Maroons will be stronger
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
II. Tilton, room 10, Grant block.
We har tad a very satisfactory growth sine tha establishment
STER'S DICTIONARY ISSUED IN telegrams have been sent to all of
than ever.
solic
ot our bank. II you are not one of our customers, we should 11 He
YEARS.
FOURTEEN
his relatives and to the Order of Red FOR KENT Nicely furnished cot cheerfully furnished; Job workshop
at
an opportunity to show you our auperlor facilities.
tage flats, two and three rooms, $10 Red. Automatic phone, 721;
Men of Buffalo. N. Y., ol which or
After a modest little curtain speech
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
"It Is not what a puMIsner says of ganization tile young man is a mem
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris, que,
In which he said he was done with
0
N. M.
what others say her. Railroad men and physicians
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
the boxing game, Dal Hawkins bowed his productions, hut weight
MARRON,
O.
a.
President.
N.
d.
Mcpherson,
rice
Prti4et.
authorof
have marveled at Wilson's fortitude. FOR RENT Furnished
rooms, by
PHYSICIANS.
himself off the stage. Just as the that gives them the
Q
0
J. B. HERNDON. Caihlw. ROY McDONALD, AMlataat CMBter.
pugilistic fraternity was rubbing his ity." Business men, newspapers and He has never complained, although
day, week or month; also for light
join
professors
college
presidents and
suffering severely,
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
and protested
name from memory, he bounced out on
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
against bis relatives being not Hied of
in praising this great work.
the stage again with the announceWest Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming, Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
The best and most practical, as tile accident.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
OOOI
proprietress.
ment that he had changed his mind
dictionary
complete
Vann's drug store. Automatic
and would try to conquer some of the well as the latest
FOR
SALE
Quoted.
language,
giving
John
Why
English
410.
it
the
telephone,
ambitious lightweights In and about of the
Among those who are profuse
SELL, RENT OR TRADE List your
spelling, pronunciation, etymology and
New York.
DR.J. D.NUSBAUM
300
Signal
compliments
is
AloSpadden,
for
I..
together
property
the
their
T.
with
with
of
words,
definition
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
good
D.
cona
Broadway.
He
Lindsay.
knows
John
South
Thos. H. Williams, president of the thousands of Illustrations.
It
Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
California Jockey Club, has decided tains also a gazeteer of the world, paper when he leads it. and Insists FOR SALE Must leave town, tin
Throat and Lungs.
t i
Y
L.
t lie racing
to
game as an based upon the latest census returns that ft Is among Ihe number of his
will sell niy piano at a bargain. Ad Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
We take the liberty of
owner. He will begin the purchase of and official estimates.
necessities.
m.
3
m.,
5
p.
to
dress. B. O., this office.
Hours, 8 to 10 a.
a stable right away. About twelve
A dictionary of authors, with titles mailing reference to .loan, as an au FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busiTelephones: - Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
years ago the Undine stable was a of their principal works.
thority.
(
ness for city property. T. L.
C. H. CONNOR. M. D., D. O.
factor in the racing game. Williams
names In Salinevllle (O.J Signal.
A dictionary of qnoloJ
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
3'in South Broadway.
has protected his colors yellow and standard fiction, mythology, legend,
New Mexico Board of Osteo
Kilt aAi.fc. A lianusoiue Hardman President
black and will race under that com- etc.. serving as a key to literary alsuccessfully
All
diseases
ALL LOOKED AT HIS WIFE
piano, in fine condition and almost pathy.
bination again. No trainer has yet lusions.
Office in Barnett building
treated.
new, at a bargain.
particuFor
been Selected.
W
Carries the Largest ai,d Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
by
Geo.
Published and for sale
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
lars, call at this office.
A short time ago the Los Angeles
in the Southwest.
O Ogilvie, ltlH Randolph street, Chicago.
appoiutment.
by
Sundays
phones.
a
$10
prize
for
A San Francisco alarmist is sendExaminer advertised
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inwas
ing out reports to the effect that the
following
terested in mines? I have some
FALL TERM.
Don't drug the stomach to cure a $hort stories, and the
AND
said to be good deals. Talk with
may not cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts awarded the first prize:
fiht
arguing
were
Quinn
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Mr. and Mrs.
take place because Fitz cannot get the mucus, draws the inflammation
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadmoney.
1905.
4,
Mrs.
Monday,
his hands in shape
September
way.
the fight. Fitz out of the throat, lungs and bronchial the usual question
ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE
says he will crawl through the ropes tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A Quinn wanted money with which to FOR SALIC Cheap, one or two good
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
0
Eng
Typewriting,
ship,
Shorthand,
Qiiiuu
on the nhiht of the 2uth. and that quick cure for Croup and Whooping purchase a new dress, but
did
saddle ponies and one gentle family
Draw
ought to put the kibosh on misleading Cough. Sold by all druggists.
Mechanical
Spanish
and
not think she needed one.
driving horse; also to trade, a two- - lish,
reports. Fit gained the confidence
Quinn, "why
"Anyway,"
said
wagon. Ap lng.
rig for
seated
DAY
of the sporting win Id by keeping; his
AND EVENING SESSION.
should ye in ed a new dress? Sbure,
ply at Highland livery barn.
AFTER THE PLUMS
pledges, and be will ,o'ld that confiparticulars,
call or address
For
no one would look al ye if ye were
i'.inTokay,
Cuttings
SALE
of
dence the same way.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
dressed to kill. Pon me soul, ye are 'FOR
grapes
of the
fantel and Chashing
FOR NEW MEXICO no beamy."
CANDIDATES
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
rarest varieties and best vines; also
THE "COFFEE HEART"
building, East Railroad aveFEDERAL POSITIONS AND THE
Library
"Is it no one would look at nie. ye
Belgian
hares, at 1112 nue.
the finest,
when ii cannot be had. There's a lot
FOR APPOINTMENT. say? Then,
CHANCES
can show ye that some
'
It is at Dangerous at the Tobacco or
High street.
-- tprove it
me, an
at
one
look
would
Whisky Heart.
ASSAYERS.
of light to be had In Albuquerque now
The New Mexican the other day,
FOR SALE Majestic range, gasoline
"Coffee heart" is common to niiiny in comment ing on certain federal of- - to ye, so. If J can walk down Market
range,
heating
library,
center
stove,
and ii should be held at a premium
CORBET 4. COLLINS,
coffee users and is liable to send the lice holders who are seeking reap- street and every nitin passin' will look
and dining tables, sewing machine, Civil and
at' me, will ye give tile the dress?"
United
Mining Engineers.
owner to his or
long home if the' point incut, say:
refrigerator,
draperies,
curtains,
i
anse ol its value.
"That will; but it's conceited ye'fe
drug is persisted in. You can run :;o
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Howard l.cland. who lias been regNavajo rugs. etc. All nearly new.
don't believe even a
r 40 yards uml find out if your lean ister ol the I need Stales laud olhee gettin'. Shure,
ASSAYERS.
Smith Arno street.
nil-I'KiTI w'HlM give ye II look."
East side ,1 Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
is troubled.
A lady who' was unci !at
Uowueli since its est a i:inhliiciit ,
"Indeed, linn. I'll show je." with
FOUNU.
a victim of the "cortce heart" writes .....i' .. i.iu. nan ,tn e.c. o.1. in it. inn.i ..at
RAILROAD TICKETS.
to
proceeded
Mrs. Quiim
keys attached together
I'Ol'ND
from Oregon:
such nliiiul. wnl be a caiididaie fur which
Cut Rates.
iusi rtict inns
street,
with
dress
the
for
cordwiih
same
"I have l. . n a habitual user of cofsecure
Owner
can
New s troin Roswell
incut
For reduced rates to and from all
by calling at this office and paying points, go to Paulsen's
fee ail my l ie and have suffered very is to l'ie ell. ci thai be will llaNe lie for Quinn to follow her for a short
Association
for this notice.
much in recent years from ailments till! stipiinri nt' i In- leading men ot bis disl alice.
Ki.'itruiii! ticket ollice. Railroad tickets
Market
As Mis. Quinn walked down
which
became saiislb'd were directland district lor
bought, sold and exebunged.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
'street every man who passed her
ly due to the poison in vte beverage,
Surveyor General Morgan (l.
TO"
"imrrm-edc7tsi
or
on
looked
the reel
around,
stood
EXCHANGE
Good
sueii as torpid liver and indigestion,
whose con, mission will epire
Qtiiini was
WILLING HELPERS.
property ?or vacant lots. T. L.
which in turn made my complexion in Jati.miv. l'.'iai, i.s very likely to lie smiling as she passed.
is distinctly at a nieuuum
ior a.lvi ri ising purV!ia;'s the e of a helper, if
Ilia;
;bi0
bis
iluuilitoiiiiiled
Sunt li Broadway.
and concluded
blotchy and muddy.
bis own successor in the office. As wife was a very
ilium? Willingness is
utractive woman,
be isn't
TO KXCi I A NGE- -T lwTZsonpyram:lies
w lien buyers
are
"Then my heart became affected. far as known, iliciv are im oilier canespecially
poses
ibis
al
which will al"Shure," said he. "I must be blind
an ani' le
to trade fur city property.
T. I,.
It would beat most rapidly just after didates in tin; Held and the "big corservof
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nut
when
all
good
looks,
the
all
to
.
see
her
most
McSpadden, .".'"i South Broadway.
lit ai night. Whv pot a'traci Inner; with display
drank niy coffee, and go below nor- poral" stands well with the president
Kit a. classified advertisethese miii are just gapin' al her."
ice.
mal as the cuflee effect
McSPA i iEN- The exchange
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wore
off. and in the department of the inierior.
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They a , e r
a
Evening
lights?
A messenger
Citizen
ffcel iv i
boy
passed,
with
T!io
in
ment
See him fur business exchanges.
Sometimes niy pulse would go as high Id: has good New Mexico endorsewilling helper that is not only
us 137 heals lo the minute. My fam- ments and the administration of his broad grin on his face. "Me bye,"
Brm.hvny.
South
said Quinn. "what is all those mill
abso!n:i!v c. inneteiit. but also is
ily were greatly alarmed at my con- otiice during bis term has been satislook in" at thai woman for? Is she
a willing worker. It works all
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
Gas, Electric LiRht & Power Company
The Albuqucrqu
dition and al lat mother persuaded factory.
For properly at .m (Vrrilliis? Cost
just a beam y, now .'
the t nie for yn. It is the best
me to begin it.;., us,, of I'ostum 1'ood
W. A. IVttaimirc, of Clavtoii, has
in
publicity
"Gee,
?I.J5ii;
n,,'
Ho
p.
She's
economical
nailing
She
most
f
beaut.
ain't
ice,
of
and
Coffee.
returned lo that town from a visit to a face! All l lie men is lookiu' at her cost.
snap, f you can u.--e
the world.
the
"I gave tll the old coffee enlirel.v Washington. He went to the national because
property,
tongue
olil
she's
slickitl'
her
be
to
lien:
talk
afraid
and absolute!):, and made Post urn my '.capital in bis own interest, as he de-- I and niakin'
i;ii me. T. I.. McSpadden, 3'0 South
fan's at every urn- of
sole table bceiage. This was six sired the appointment of receiver of them hat passes.
VE FILL
SAM KEE
mouths ago. and all my ills, the in- the I'nited Slates land office at Clay-- I not. She s dippy' Beaut! I guess Broad wav.
of pretty
digestion, inactive lier and rickety Ion. Mr. Ilei lanioi'e was a member
lots
has
he
savs
that
Hit
I
I
Hut she goi the dress.
ah.
good makes them al!
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things, comprising Toys. Indian
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
heart action have passed away, and of the Rough Liib rs and it is tiinlei
'ep Ilisl.
tit Conroy's.
my complexion has become clear and stooil that bis chances for appoinl-- I
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
The Season of Indigestion.
natural.
The impi ovemeiit hct in nietit ale good. It appointed lie w ill
Chinese and Japanese goods, for
Tile sca-oot indigestion is upon
Furious Fighting.
203 W. Railroad Ave.
At Consistent Prices
' I ui
ixin alter
Christmas.
made the change. Just hiicci c, A. W. Thompson, w ho has us. Kodol Hvspcpiiia Cure for
even years." wines George
as soon as the coffee poison bad time
215 South Second Street.
Huffman, 'of Harper. Wash.. I
the ollice ol receiver at Clayton
n and Dyspepsia will do every- W.
to work out of mv system.
tor etglil years.
thing lor the stomach that an over- had a hitler battle,
with chronic
'
"My liiisliaiid lias also been greatly
I'l enniiit ( '. Stevens, postmaster al loaded or
stomach can- stomach ,uid liver trouble, but at last
K
T
I IT
A Fearful Fate.
lienetiteil by the use of Postuui, and Red River, Taos county, and also edinot do for itself. Kodol digests what I won and cured my diseases by the
we Hud that a simple breakfast with tor of the Red River Prospector, has you eat gives the stomach a rest
use of Kiectric Bitters.
It is a fearful fate to Have to enI
unhesitatN A TlVi AND CHICAGO LUMBER
I'i'iluni, is us satisfying ami more resigned the ' post mastership at that relieves sour stomach, belching, heart- ingly t c, uinieiiil them to all, and dure thy terrible torture of piles. "I
say," writes H'.'liry
tt'reiigtheniiig than the old heavier point and the ciiieiis there have rec- burn, indigestion, etc.
&' HERMAN-WILLIAMdon't int. nd in the future to be with- can truthfully
BUILDING
PAINT
AlwT
PAPER
meu! ne
out them in the house. They are Colson. of Masonville. Iowa, "that for
', im tor appointto have with the other ommended R.
Covers more, looks best, wears stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement,
"
ProtrudBlue Label cHinn d and bottled goods certainly ;l wonderful medicine, lo Blind, Bleeding, Itching and
kind of coffee
Name given by pos-tu.- n ment in bis stead. Mr. Stevens has
longest, most economical, full
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
done much lo build up Ihe interests of are today admitted to be l y far trie have cure;! such a bad case as mine." ing Piles, Bucklin's Arnica Salve is
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
measure.
for
Also
best
There's a reason. Read the Utile the Red River mining district in bis best on the market. I hold the ex- Sold limb guarantee to do the same the best cure made.
all
2Sc
at
injuries;
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
book. "The Road lo Wellville," ill capacity as an editor as well as a clusive light to sell them, ill niy vest for you. iy an Urnggists, at 60c a cuts, burn and
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
bottle. Try tbeni today.
druggists.
Jlkgh.
citizen.
ixicl.tt. Couroy.
clrlivcml in th
of
cert icr wwk, or for W
month, wrn pun! mon'Mv,
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GOVERNOR'S DECISION

MM WE

IN CLANCY CHARGES

Recently Filed Against District Attorney by Ex Sheriff
;. S. Hubbell.

On January 1st, we will, for a time, withdraw from the market
all remaining unsold lots in the

CHARGES

SUSTAIN

mcmbcred by readers of
:itir.en that a few days
or
I. Hubbell,
y, filed certain charges
W.
t Attorney Frank
city, aliening that said
led to comply with the
Chapter 113, Session
and should therefore,
rom office. Governor
estlgated ttie charge
them, they not being
the explanation of
doing amply
official order of dis-- i

7

dditiBMMigMassds

ti

y

follows:

Santa Ke, N.

M.,

De-05-

.

the charges
Hubbell against
.ncy, district attorney
county, asking for the
val of the said district
allure to perform his
apter 113 of the Acts
:er

EMSOMS

of

nia.s S.

We can now only say, things look good for 906 and if you wmt
to make a quick profit buy this month at present prices and terms.

Ive Assembly of 1903.
charges of Thomas S.
ie sworn answer and

Frank W. Clancy, dissaving been fully con-arhereby dismissed,
V. Clancy
ie Frank
office a full and com-m- l
explanation of the
S.
in which Thomas
his charges, and the
to by the safa Frank
t am satisfied of the
planation and answer
e

i

$125, $150 to $200 per

omplaiut whatever
made aaainst the
by any one except
is S. Hubbell, as not
rs or officers of the
to in the charges, nor
nty authorities, have
jlnts whatever against
V. Clancy, district at- -

$10 Down, Balance $1 per Week

Lot-O- nly

ap-ne-

have no confl-ofaith of the said
n? II In preferring
saiil
the contrary, I foci
e purpose sought to
by his action Is to
t
rrass the district
all times demon-ignes- s
to enforce the
c crime; and
Is
hereby
matte
tirther consideration,
xecntive office this,
ecember. A. D. 1905.
id and the great seal

e

MARK WHAT WE SAY: You will miss it,Jf you leave this
opportunity slip by. Look for the man with the white horse, he
will show you the LOTS.

I
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fif New
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Mexico.
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OTERO.

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners
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;

Siff5
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ary of New Mexico. RAILROAD OFFICIALS

HERE INSPECTING

MEXICO

te
Jones. Albu
October 21, 1913.
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MESSRS. WELLS, BEAN AND GIBSON ARE IN THE CITY TODAY.

his mighty land
A. G. Wells, general manager
of
h a Helping hand'
the coast lines of the Santa Fe, acall do know:
companied by S. j. Bean, superinMexico!
tendent of motive power, and B. J.
Gibson, superintendent of the Wins-loIn song and story, legends old.
division, arrived In Albuquerque
A land of turquoise and of gold
last night In Mr. Wells' private car
Metallic wealth in fires aglow
"No. 5," for a short inspection trip.
New Mexico, New Mexico!
In conversation with a representative of The Evening Citizen at the
Clasped by irony of Fate,
this morning, Mr. Wells stated
VnMcntlv 'waiting, ship of state.
that his trip here was of no special
The first to come, the last to go
significance so far as local luttlters
New Mexico, New Mexico!
were concerned.
P. S. The above verses were a pre"It is just one of my periodical inlude to the paper entitled "Mineral spection tours." said Mr. Wells. "It
Kesources of New Mexico," read be- is true that we are contemplating
fore the American Mining congress at making several improvements on the
HI Paso, Texas, November 16, 1905.
coast lines," he continued, "but as yet
things have not progressed to the
A. V. Tegner, the contractor
and point where I can speak definitely of
carpenter, look an hour or two from them for publication."
his labors yesterday and went duck
"No, there are no changes contembunting along the Rio Grande. He plated in any of the officials that I
returned to the city with half a dozen know of," said Mr. Wells, In answer
fowls.
fine
to a question of that nature. "The
powers that be seem well satisfied.
DO
THINGS
FOOD CAN
seaThe road is at present enjoying
son of prosperity as great as ever in
In
Body.
Real Miracle
Worked
the
j its history, and. all In all. everything
pertaining to the coast lines i in exFrom Mauitoba a lady writes her cellent condition."
reasons for the faith that is in her
Mr. Wells and party will remain in
as to miracles wrought in the preseut the city during the day, inspecting
lay:
the local yards and shops, returning
"1 tav
been a great traveler In to his headquarters at Los Angeles
'his and lands beyond the sea," she tonight.
JYi, "ami it is not surprising thai
my iige!-iivapparatus, never very
RALPH GLAZE MAKES
strong, sliotild have become thoroughly deranged trom the effect of the
THE ALL AMERICAN
starchy, high seasoned, greasy dishes usually set before wayfarers.
"I became a prey of all the distress
Ralph Gla.e has made good with
that accompany Dartmouth and the prospect is that
and wretchedness
lyspepsi i, even to the development he will appear as end on the
at times of an acute state of paralyfoot
ball eleven of 19or.
sis of the lining of the stomach, when This was Glaze's great desire when
I could
eat nothing but merely sip he left here lait fall after the close
warm milk till I was nearly starved of the base ball tournament, in which
skeleton. he did the twirling for the "Itig Six"
and looked like a half-liv- e
"My l.rain grew sluggish and Insomteam of Trinidad, Colo. He had made
nia punished me until I became a the
the year
hysterical wreck. My only hope and but two consecutive years is previous,
a iecoiu
might few college athletis attain, though
lesire at this time was that
it
nach the end of a painful life, and Is a glory much sought after.
that speedily.
Glaze is a product of Colorado, anil
Grape-Nut- s
"I beard of the
an excellent specimen of western
food, and some months ago,
without one grain of faith in it, brain and brown.
Tho prospective All Aiucrii an linebought a box. I found to my surprise
'hat after one day's use of it I was up will be as follows:
Etuis Shevlin of Yale and It. Gla.e
"ady benefited, and by the time I
il used all of the first package I of Dan mouth.
became convinced that the days of
Migelow of Vale and
Tackles
miracles are not yet over so great Squires of Harvard.
was the improvement that had come
Guards Tripp oi' Yale am) Iturr of
over me. it, was the opening of the
door, as it were to good health and Harvard.
Center Torrey of Pennsylvania.
energy 0f brain and body. It gave
Quart rback Hutchtnsrn of Yale.
me new vigor, mental and physical,
Left Halfback Koomc. of Yale.
my digestion Was restored, all the disMight Halfback Hubbard of Amtressing symptoms of a disordered
stomach passed away, and the nervous herst.
hysterical woman ut last began to
Fullback MeCormick of Princeton.
Know what it really is to live. My
Alternates.
eyes grew brighter and my body
Guard Thompson of Cornell.
Fullback Volwell of Perm) !v atiU
rounded out with returning fiesh. In
Halfback Knox of Yale.
the first three weeks 1 gained 10
pounds in weight and 100 in strength
Substitutes.
energy.
End l.eary of Harvard and Kuowl-toand
of Harvard.
"The indescribable relief that came
. amson
Tackles
when I realized that I could discard
of Pennsylvania
I
nauseating
drugs with which
and Driil f Harvard.
the
Guards Hobson of Pennsylvania
had so long been dosing myself and
use in their Head a food so delicious and Kernbiirg of Harvard.
Grape-Nutstrengthening
as
Center Abraham of West point.
and
may be imagined.
Quarterback
Mount Pleasant,
of
In
gratitude,
simple
Carlisle.
'1 write this
Grape-Nuts
Halfback
Left
for I feel that
Sheble of IVnns)
fool has
brought back to me all the joy of
Kight Halfback WVndeil of Harliving." Name given by Postum Co.,
vard
Battle Creek, Mich.
Fuiluack Car of Harvard.
There's a reaaon.

BEST IN SILVERWARE
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a V.O.
Will n Sj.fll 1,rwl
all chafes, and ship poods on approval
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BUILDING
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with privilege of examination.

BROCK AND FEAGANS
Silversmiths

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

A

LOS ANGELES, CAL. Jcwdcre

WITH OUR NEEDS
As the

ork of remoya,l is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,'
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being '
done during this Removal Sale.

and
OLD

HICKORY

up-to-da- te

WAGONS

web-foote- d

e

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

Our stock of Sterling Silver and Plated Ware
commands the consideration of the critical
'buyer. Its completeness m ranu- and
variety, newness in stvles. fineness in
quality nnd lairness in prices
enables one to choose with a
OUR NEW
decree of satisfaction not
possible elsewhere in
fali, and
illusikatkd
winter catalog No. n
the Southwest

jJ.Korber&Co.
and RETAIL
Albuquerque,

I

N. M.

mthl
The 8f. ZTmofl Wl28$lEnniti,E!s.
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JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.

120 West RaiCroatf Arene
CCISI

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

parts with such

305 West Railroad Avenue
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Cordial Bitters

of note as
:
Hiehard Manstiebl.
Jacob Adl. r. K H Sotliern. Mrs. I IIU
!Q
POPULAR PLAY AT ELKS' THEA
.!
i ;ii Jeiieixui
and Thomas
(
Kt lie lefiiireH much versatility, s.i
TER TONIGHT.
iilelv varieil arc the styles rii nhivs
There are countless aetres-c- s
ofi that they like, hut li is in her work
note who have made tin hein.si Iv i a.1 as J star that she has Kchi mailt'
name by adhering stii'tlv to one class! known In r vailed tali tits.
At the
4ITf R4UVI HMH:
evening.
1HP(P'' eCOWlfNDf fIBT fcKHf
ot w rk. en her drama or comedy, but Klks' T!n aier.
ttH
tM:Nf NT WYfCiANS"'lilf
f3
few there die who are
ol
REPAIR SHOP.
tho versatility that Is the irue ti.-- t of
I
Miss
merit.
Alberta
is
Gallatin
Stoves repaired ai.d get uti; furnl
among mat select number, which fact ture set up and cvrred for shipment.
is evidenced by the. work she ha.s Kear of Walton' drug itore.
I
VI
done in past seasons. To play bailing'
H. SHOEMAKER.
ACAlNST
WKDKiSw Tat MOHAcX KiMc liMltAOOtR
vine iFmnmcnnvToirrpantv
KATE

llemy

aitot.-- .

Mili.-r-

'.

t

305 West Railroad Avenue
IV E

GRIND nilK

For the reason that we can guarantee

nuAi i rucrc
all

Blasts prescribed

by us.

Debbcr Optcat Co.
115
GOLD AVE.

i

Ica.'
01

j

For Women
fed

sfsif

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters

-

at once and be made well again. It has
been known to fail in case of Impovernhed

Monthly Irre jularitie or
DIZZINESS. VOMITING,
CRAMPS.
BACKACHE, NERVOUS HEADACHE.
SLEEPLESSNESS.
COSTIVENESS,
INDIGESTION.
OR
DYSPEPSIA

it tmm

s,

COLDS.

Blood,

the

jeck.

New

mber of Hoard 'if (tptninet ry
Kxaniiners.
OOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOOO

An
Mieakilown

S

Mexico.

deaf the Way.
isk
Hit; lliioBlun ci "llllirltf
to clear the way and give Nature full!
sway,
inese famous little pill rid
RlM.-l-jl-

the btomach and bowels cf all nutrid
matter, thus removing the causes of
headache, coustlpation, sallow com-- !
etc. DeWltt'a Little Early
Kisers never gripe or sicken. A safe,
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton.
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. V.,
says: "Two bottle of these Famous
1. it tie Pills cured me of chronic con-- i
stipation." Sold by all druggists.

I

j

Hawley on the corner, opposite the
doe kodak finishing. First-dat- a
work guaranteed.

postoffice,

Cluien

.

Xmas

would

be too bad if oti
should lake your girl cut for a drire
and your wheel came off or your gearing gae out in any way. He prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put In gool
t
condition.
won't com you luinh
il make your mliid easy for
and
the
wlut. i. We will do it in Hrst-claand in prompt order.
,

s

'!

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

,

Subscribe for Tb
i

AGK-N'T-

I

Melini & Eakin
Albuquerque,

never

Unn'i mi' t try a bottle today. Iielay only make a
bo much harder.
Your druggist will nuppl
you wiii the genuine w ith our Private Stamp over

case

IUssTKMWTING

j

of all age there la no safer or more reliable rem
t dy than the Bitter. It has been used by womeu
all over the world for over 60 year, and hundreds
of them hav testified to its goodness. If you (suffer from any ailment peculiar to your sex. get

STOMACH

M.

30COOCOCOOOOCC'

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale

iiqw

DO.

XX)0000000

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agent for Yellowstone and O. K. C. WTjiskle
Moat V
Cbandon White Seal Champagne. St. Lot a. U. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Sehllu Milwaukee Bottled Beers, aud owners and dlatrlbutora
of the AUvarado Whiskey. Write fo: our Illustrated Catalogue aad
I'rlce 1. 1st. Automatic Telephone. 199. Salesroom 111 South
rint
Street. AUmquerque. New Mextoo.
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FOOD AOULTERATIOH
the-

.

OF MR. CHAVEZ
LETTER
Chavez,
of Hon. E.
The letter

V.

addressed to

of joining New

Sen-

Mexico

and Arizona in a single state. Is one of the strongest
movements yet made to accomplish that, desirable end.
The position of Mr. Chavez as one of the foremost lawyers of New Mexico, and the marked and plainly manifest
ability which the letter Hself so clearly displays, are
sufficient in themselves to muke it a most forceful document; hut they, with all their force, are the least in contributing to the influence which the letter cannot but
produce.
Mr. Chavez is In position to speak to and fbr his
people American citizens of Spanish descent.
When
he says "we," it means something.
His ancestors and
those of thousands of others for whom he speaks, have
dwelt In this land continuously since the time the
I'ilgrlm fathers settled around Plymouth Rock. Such Is
the force of his "we," when speaking for joint slate-hooHow small II makes, by mere contrast, the boyish sentimentality of a New Mexico newspaper owner,
who has neither ancestors nor descendants in the territory, and who after a residence here of less than a dozen
years, says "we" have been fighting for single statehood for fifty years, and if "we" can t get that "we" don't
want any kind whatever!
j
Should the Joint statehood league have thousands of
copies of this letter from Mr. Chavez printed for distribution at home and abroad, The Citizen thinks the cause
r Jointure would thereby be greatly strengthened. The
example set by Mr. Chavez should also be
by the league's obtaining letters 4rom other leading native citizens who, like him and Antonio Joseph, are
staunch advocates of tho joint statehood movement.
d.

i

The new country home of the president ami Mrs.
Roosevelt, an unexpected visit to which on Thanksgiving day threw the press reporters out for one day, but
no more, was purchased last summer by Mrs. Uooseveli
from Wm. N. Wilmer, a New York banker, and Mrs.
Roosevelt's original idea in acquiring It was to use it for
just such purposes as the one made for short visits
at any time the Roosevelt family might feel like leaving
Washington for rest and quiet or an
y
pastime.
The place comprises a fifteeu-acr- e
tract of land
and a modest little
dwelling.
The house was
improved to suit the needs and tastes of Mrs. Roosevelt,
and is deep In the heart of the woods.
Its color is oolite
with brown trimming's and green blinds.
A
broad
porch extends across tho front, and at the end. where
an oak tree grows, the roof of the porch has been neatly
built around.
The farm is removed some miles from
the railway and Is difficult to reach.
It i
located one
and a half miles east of Keene postolllce, in the soul hern
part of Albemarle county, Va., anil a little move than
six miles from Scottville, a small shipping point on the
Jame river.
over-holida-

two-sto-

ry

Arteia Advocate:

The question that arises today
is, shall the, people own and operate the people's water
supply or shall a franchise be granted a private company?
The Advocate Is opposed to the granting of tho
particular franchise asked and some of our reasons for
this opposition has been given. We believe it within
the province of a newspaper to place before the people
any proposition that concerns their w elfare.
Tun her,
that as a public mouthpiece it becomes its duty to do so.
Is
what the people pay for and have a right to deThat
mand, and w lieu the paper fails to performing this public duty, it ceases t0 be of proper value to the
The following from the St. John, Ariz., Herald is
worthy of consideration in this section: It has rained
every month this good year of
in this county
(Apache), and the rains haven't been little
either.
This la the limit year of the rainy period
predicted for Arizoua, which is to last five more years.
Now is a good time to make up your minds to plant
big crops of small grains early next spring and reap big
harvests next summer, if you have any TaiUi in tho
reports. The prediction
good for the
past year at least t. and many lost t,v ild
not planting crops
this year.
driz.le-draz-zle-

New Mexkaa:

A

man In

I)cuer

OOOOOOOOOOOO

Issue of the Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
Post, appeared a letter, dated Snnta Fo, lu which not
only falsehoods anil lies that are silly, but nlso falsehoods
and lies thin are Intended to Injure the Santa Ke Central railway in particular, and this city in general have
conspicuous place. The writer attacks the Pennsylvania
Development company, the New Mexico Fuel nnd Iron
company, the Santa Fe Central and the Individual stockholders and directors of the three companies by wicked
lies anil malicious falsehoods.
If this letter was written
from Santa Fe, and It unfortunately looks as If this were
the case, the man or men who did it are deserving of
the scorn and contempt of all decent people and especially of property owners and tax payers.
General
Kennedy, DeleFrancis .1. Torrance,
gate W. H. Andrews nnd Hon. W. S. Hopewell have
brought to this county and to central New Mexico within
the last three years, two and one-hamillions of dollars,
which great sum, to a large extent, has been spent in
this city and the sections named. Every citizen of this
part of New Mexico has been greatly benefited by these
business enterprises' of the directors and stock holders
of the companies named and that to a great extent.
These corporations have taken no money out of
quite the reverse, they have brought millions
Into it and have expended them right here.
They havo
done nothing but good and have created well to do communities where three years ago then- - were but a few
cattle and but a few bands of sheep.
Not a stock certificate or a bond of these corporations has been sold to
anyone; the entire amount of the capital stock Issued,
is held by the original incorporators and stockholders
of the companies.
Some of the bonds of the Sauta Fe Central railway
have been used as collateral with eastern capitalists
along with other collateral und the funds procured by
such loans were expended, dollar for dollar, in tho construction of the Santa Fo Central and the Albuquerque
It is passing strange that there should be
Eastern.
found In this city or along the line of the Suntu Fe Central and its branch roads, a man or men so devoid of
gratitude, so lost to decency and shame, so low in UiyA
stluct, as to assail the men who have invested much of
their own money and who have secured more funds upon
good collateral for the purpose of building the railroad
system named, which Is now in successful operation,
and which, In its completed part, is paying more than
operating expenses and a large part of the fixed charges.
Everybody knows, even the despienbln knocker, who
wrote the letter to the Post, that this city and county
have been the greatest beneficiaries by the building ot
the road and will be more so should it be extended to
Roswell, to the Hagan coal fields and to Albuquerque.
This is so well established that it needs nothing but tne
mere statement.
The New Mexican is convinced that !!) out of every
thousand people In Santa Fe, Sandoval, Bernalillo, Torrance and Lincoln counties repudiate the nlominahle lies
and the cowardly conduct of the writer to the Pittsburg
paper.
In a recent.

free la at
Tills land cif the brave und home of
the present time suffering from a plethora f wrong doing, the underlying cbuho of which Is an inordinate greed
This greed has produced nil the corruption
for gain.
In office, nil the thieving in places of irust, all the evils
of child labor, nil the Irregularities in railway management, all the impositions of trust in a word, all the Ills
which afflict and disgrace the country today.
All of these need to be restrained and punished by
strong
hand of the law, for they are destroying the
the
manhood of our rare as well as the peace, hnpplness,
development and ultimate prosperity of the entire people.
But amidst tills seething mass of moral purification, If It be possible for one depth to exceed all others,
Yet Assistant
it must be the adulteration of foods.
Commissioner Kracke, of the New York department of
agriculture, says that in this matter "drastic legislation
such as Is being advocated by some periodicals, individuals and associations, would do far more harm than
good."
On this a New York exchange says: When hayseed
and sugar, colored red with aniline dyes, are sold for
raspberry jam in greater quantities than the real stuff;
when old felt cloth Is chopped up, rotted with acids and
Bold for mushrooms; when rotten eggs are deodorized
with chemicals and sold to bakers to be used In making
rake; when spoiled fish, having gone beyond borax, Is
treated with salts of zinc, aluminum and other metals,
and the gills colored with coal tar dyes toy give them a
fresh look; when boraclc acid is squirted over chopped
beef, to "sweeten it," by the butcher under the customer's very eyes when these and countless other unsanitary enormities ure dally perpetrated upon a people who
have no defense, the time for drastic legislation on the
subject of pure food would seem to have arrived.

ator lleveridge, on the subject

quarts of Choice Cranberries.
Fancy Creamery Butter
2
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adjuster for Colorado and New Mexico and he Hms nre
iusuranc rales at his own sweet will, regardless of fair-

ness, justice and equity.
Anotlter excellent reason why
life and hie insurance companies should be placed under
national control and why publicity should be given at
stated times to their doings.
After all, it is becoming
quite well established, that tho Interests of the polity
holders are somewhat greater than those of the money
sharks who are j,, control of the lif,. ami lire insurance
business of the country.
Sunnyslde Sun: Where given long uninterrupted
occupancy of a position, olticials sometimes grow careless and arrogant, forget their obligations as public servants, and assume unto tlicmsclvcb powers, privilege
and prerogatives not in consonance with the letter and
spirit of their commissions in short, use their positions
for personal aggrandizement, oppression and the venting of petty spites, and whenever or wherever this condition prevails the public welfare and ilm rights of the
people imply the urgent necessity for an mine illale
change in such office.

The oppuiii nts of statehood are li ving to console
themselves by claiming that they have a greatly beneficial support in Representative Tawney, who recently
visited Arizona.
Hut their hope wiil doubtless he like
Jonahs gourd which sprang up in u night and died down
in another night.
Mr. Tawney ja too anxious to secure
he chairmanship of the committee on appropriations to
antagonize Speaker Cannon on a question In which the
speaker b so much interested as he is lu tha' of Joint
Statehood.
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Some Good Comes
Out of Every Evil
From the New York Evening Mail.

.

2ac
27c

.
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salesladies.

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS OIFTS A MAN MAY
RFCFIVE
PR EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME I.N THE WAY OF

A good grade of Corn
12 Mc grade of Tomatoes

7c
0c
California Piums, per can
12',4c
2 boxes of Christmas tree Candles, 2"c
orders for ChristWe are
mas turkeys. We have some very
fine stock engaged.
2 lbs. Fresh ('linger Snaps
1 r.c
Bright, crisp. Mixed Candy, lb....ir,c
3 bottles of Chow Chow
2ac
can of Fancy Salmon
10c
building
See us for
hardware. We
can save yui money on your pur-

A
don't disappoint

1905.

MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS
HE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

Present

&

M. MANDELL,
o

Colvin
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Fine Clothing and Furn
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The London and New York Comedy
Success,

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one
celebrated features. Every age has done Its best to
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the pres.
has reached the highest point of perfection in musical i
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERING BROS.,
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TE
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by
southwest.
Our prices and terms place musical instruments
reach of every home, no mutter 'low humble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHI
RECORDS can be seen and beard at

COUSN
KATE"

Of M ' 1TY

thit

GALLATIN

ALBERTA

I'

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR '
An
MAN'S STORE.
' HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE
HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD
THF
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK
HANDKERCHIEFS

"Sl

Kane, Shipman

sham-- a.

Leading Neckwear Makers

ELKS' THEATRE
FDECEMBER

him.

CORRECT.

chases.
Cove Oysters, per can
10c
Boneless Cod Fish, per brick
10c
:! cans of Condensed Cream
J.jc
!)c
Condensed Mince Meat
We are making a very fine showing
of men's and boys' gloves.
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
Drive up to Conroy's and see the
display of Blue Label goods he has.

HE WII ''

Christmas Tie

we Have a beautiful link of Christmas neckwear in fvfry
THAT IS?

V4-- lb

V

Bv

HUBERT HENRY DAVIS.
Direct from the Hudson Theater, New
York.

Prices .luring this engagement, 73c,
$1 and $l.fi0.
s
Seats on sale at
on Wednesday, December C.

LEARN A RD & L1NDEMANN'S

Max-son'-

Elks'Opera House
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER

14-E-

AFTERNOON

Novelties

S

AND

Hour.

Return Date of

AH

NOTHING

Star
OLD

M. BERC

BUT

THE TITLE.

HOUSE
Installment Plan

i
i

Matinee Prices
Night Prices
.

l.'.c
. .

.

."5c,

jTic

and 25'
and 50c

Seats on sale Friday morning
Matson's book store.

at

Easy Payments

TURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES.
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE WINNING SAIL
of the season is our great carpet aud rug sale, for you can't
'.cat it. We are showing some

Will be oin
EsHibitora and $ale

i

INDIAN STORE

C

0

.J... ana
rounury
macnine
I"

I

iii

works

R. m. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Sha.tlni
Pulleys. Grade Hars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fron'u for
Buildings.

Reoslrt on Mining and mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, S.

M.

oo-oooo--o-
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OF ALL KINDS
Kuntnian

Kodaks and Phtonraphie
Supplies
Pine Stationery. Huyler 'a & I.owney'a Candles
Vedo Printing and Developing for Amateurs

l

0.
BARNETT

BUILDING

205 WEST

RAILROAD

NV

U

KZ

K

TO D I N K WELL

Santa F'e Restaurant
REGULAR

MEALS, 25 CENTS.

Day and Night. Private dining roonm
Service a la
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND CAME
ca-rte-.

SEASON.

A. MATS0N & COMPANY
AVE.

o

c

q

School Books and Supplies

o

t

205 GOLD AVENUE.

V

First St.

CURTAINS

The McBrain Furniture Co.
AIL....
uu.Hut;,Mue

Cor. Railroad Ave. and

I.OO

Au especially aura. live lot of new Lace Curtains, at prices that you
are some! ine-.- asked to pay for curtains two or three seasons old.

FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY
Don't
fail tto see tlhem

BENHAM

of the handsomest Velvets and
Brussels, at per
yard

LACE

unnftil

good-natur-

West t'oppe.
Wholesale Agent

114

Specialty Co.

FECTUR

white-bearde-

o

FOR CHRISTMAS
The finest, flour Is
essential, especial
and pastry.
The
brand Is a flour th
has been surpassed
ticttlar. its flavor
delicate, it has fin
full of those n'uti
ties so desirable

Dec. 9th
The

Olio and Pleasing
Probably Mr. John A. Nichols had no idea how much
philology he was dumping on the country when he wrote
He
to Mr. Depew about his "rautankerous friend up the
Is
river."
"Rautankerous"
an obsolete word, known
JOLLY COMEDIANS.
only to the older, not to say the
generation to which Mr. Nichols belongs; and when it GOOD LOOKING COLORED GIRLS.
THAT SING BEAUTIFULLY.
came out lit the investigation it flabbergasted the reor-ter- s
and printers to such an extent that Mr. Nichols's Dancing
That Is Graceful.
friend bobbed up at once all over tho country as "our
Refreshing Coon Songs.
cantankerous friend." "our rambunctious friend," "ouf
rantancarous friend,"' and, to a limited extent, as "our ONE MERRY JINGLE IN THE
ENTIRE PER FO R M A NC E.
rautankerous friend."
Then began the process of introducing the country to the word that was really used.
ORCHESTRA.
The three different adjectives Included between the
quotation marks above are not at all synonymous. Each STREET PARADE AT NOON
one represents an Idea quite different from each of the
Concert ut 7: So p. m.
"Rautankerous" is derived from "rantali," a
otliiis.
Prices alio. 75c and $1.
drunken spree, from which in its turn is derived the
Seats on sale Friday. December 15.
adverb used by the old English dramatists, "rantanting-ly,- "
meaning violently, srormily, iutemperateiy.
A rautankerous person is one who comports himself in a noisy,
blustering manuer, and is also quarrelsomely Inclined.
"Cantankerous" means contentious, cross, crotchety,
snarly, disagreeable; it Is a recognized word, and is
supposed to he derived from old English "contek," meaning strife.
A "cantankerous old maid" is a morally angular one, not necessarily a noisy one.
Hut "rambunc-tiousness- "
may not involve any quarrelsomeness at all.
"Rambunctious" is probably a developed form of the
earlier "rambustious" and "rambustlous" is supposed to
be a corruption of "boisterous."
Your rambunctious man
is noisy and aggreslve.
He is super-vita- l.
He butts
in.
He raises a rumpus, but not necessarily in an offensive way.
Out of the mystery of picturesque
nomenclature
surrounding him came our friend up the river himself,
Mr. W. S. Manning.
He sat before ub In the committee
room.
What had we gone forth for to see?
Was he
rantankerous, cantankerous, rambunctious, rambustious,
or all four?
What we beheld was simply stupefying.
d
Here was an Hged,
man of soft voice and
gentle meiu, projK'l'Iy likened to a particularly
Santa Claus, and looking out upon the world
from round and beaming eyes that never could suggest
a single one of the definitions of all four of tho words
in question.
It was not
And then the truth dawned.
Manning thm was rautankerous.
It was just Nichols.
HIGH-CLAS-

oococoo

NIGHT.

BIG

GRANtT' ELEVATED SCENIC FIRST
PART STRONG SECOND

Vatidevi

oo

206 WEST GOLD

ELKS' THEATRE

MinstreUarnival
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DEALERS.
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SATURDAY

MAHARA'S

THE SQUARE MUSIC

Established in 1900.

m

PART.

Reporter' Rapid Transit
When Archibald McMillan was In charge or ( lie Evening Press al Hay City, he had this experience:
There
was a nomadic reporter In town known only as "Johnnie."
He invariably looked like a hobo, wore clothes
several limes too large for his squatty figure ami used
more big nurds than any other writer in the state.
One
tiling that Johnnie could do to perfection was to write
of horses.
He Knew all about the noble animal and
was a regular blue book of the turf when it came to
pedigrees.
He went through "Del" McLean's fine stable
and produced an anble that any paper might bo proud
of. This was pi sented to Mr. McMillan, who said that
he would have lime to read and pass upon it In about
an hour. Thai was not al all to Johnnie's liking.
He
couldn't bear to wail for money when he thought, (here
was any in sight.
Til trull you up by phone," he said,
"and get your decision."
Inside of five minutes there
was a ring, and it was Johnnie asking about that article.
"Told you that
couldn't rem jt for an hour.
It
hasn't been the minutes
Where are you?"
"Down iu Essexville."
"Impossible, Mr. Couldn't have got a ihitil of tha
way there If you were on wing."
"Didn't need wings. When I came out of your office
lure were seven creditors waiting for me and they
chased me down here faslt r'u a locomotive ran go. Been
here lil'teeu minutes."
"Say, I'll take the article on faith and scud you the
orcier by a fast messenger.''
Hut Johnnie was there before) tho ink was dry and
looked lilte innocence In tho flesh. He had telephoned
from the next door. Detroit Free Press.

8,

Christmas Neckvear

9t

Onr.llni.a
Anna
One pound of Baker's Chocolate, ,35c
,
(.MM
I t,.l
,t..
'
p'iii nmiiviii.
iioieiny f"1"1'1 "A.
Next week will see the line completed. We will want a few more extra
fi

1

DECEMBER

SPECIAL SALE.

SATURDAY'S
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FRIDAY,

1'uder Savoy Hotel, opposite Paiseilgcr Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
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LETTER

OF INTERCEPTED

hus Obtained and Followed by
Man Chasers Bagged a Most Important Criminal.
Well-Know-

dieationa me very much at
marshal'
'nlted Slatesimportant
a more

n

STRANDED

FAR

FROM

ONE

ONLY

HOME

SAW

OLD

LtFT

Another move by the bold thieves
A deplorable state of affairs is re
suiting in this city and at other place who made off with the. chests of car- en
from lu titer tools belonging to A. 0. How
and I am now night between Albuquerque and Helen,agency
of Thomas .Ionian.
"id S. M. Notley, occurred last even-a- t
the work of the Lewis l.ahor
1
now
am
at
big
in
a
cook
Hum
restuiant.
robber.
T.,
bunk
I.
Denver, Colo., which U dailv send-- ; iii". which ajjaiu demonstrates that
ised. The indications an writing on the lunch counter. Don't lng large number of men in this dl-- ! the "sott. shoe men are exceptionally
a show Mary this letter, poor girl, shr
ns
well
as
a murderer
rection where work is premised them. ' 'lai iim.
r, and that he is a nim h has trouble of own. Tell my friends but which, If the statements of tne'
After concealing the chests and
.hirwill
they
you
from
and
heard
that
that
nie,
discovery
i. The
men are authentic, they do not find. I'.ieir contents during the day In a
Old
rest,
Gallup,
am
i
no
in
the
murder
for
Colorado
in
ed
The police of this city are having place which the police tailed to lo
ly Mexico, and will probably bo with you
hrough a letter wr'.-teI u.st got money their hands full caring for mauy of eate, the marauders, under cover of
woman by Christmas.
e at Gallup, to
who. it. is neces- - d.i: k n. y la.- -i ulgut, reui lied tne
an Territory, wi'h wnont some where. If I can't get money, t these tounfortunates,
take Into custody on nie'ing place, placed the chests on some
that
arenty been mi intimate will get killed. My nerve is nil hank
charge of vatrancy, as in most in- - sort of conveyance, and moved them
don't rob this
lot thought to be his wife I have left. If I money,
'
Fourth street to a p int close to
I will come stances they 'arrive here penniless.
get
enough
he
and
that
yesterday
stated
The Lewis agency, it appears, is 'he Third ward school. Mere they
,
nd five children at Vlnita. down there and rob a bank there."
and sending Torced the locks on the chests and re-TJie letter is of great length, and hiring all applicants,
vas intercepted at Vlnita.
implements,
Tney
various
moved
the
work
w'iiere
to
them
it
Helen
the
very poor hand and of of great value to the authorities as
made off.where.no onu at prestake is promised them In their various
inguagi", and between his contains evidence it would
Kor these fabulous Jobs the'ent knows.
tations.
gather
otherwise.
to
he
months
for
love
and
crime
if
happened along
A small boy who
The story told by Jordan to the ef- applicant pav? the employment agency
idollty to this woman he
(discovered the chests. Recollecting
of stuff, which would in-- '- fect that he Is a Master Mason is not the sum of $2.
Yesterday In jnilice court were.; the stury which appeared in the Kven-thiethe O'es of lne Ps" now believed.
men who had walked In from' lng Citizen, he proceeded to put one
Jordan Is still confined at the coun,.es for sending obscene
Helen, after ascertaining
that there and one together, and with the deduc-wa- s
ty jail, tut the local authorities
jiigh the mail.
made, hurried to police
no work there for them. One of lion thus
to receive orders to take him to
How In Colorado who I cut
them informed Chief McMillln that he headquarters with it.
ut of has died and I can't Indian Territory this evening.
An officer was dispatched to the lo
had leen sent t'nere by the employment agency. Another man, William cality. and there, ure euough, were
Temby by name, reports to the police the chests. Kxcept for an old saw.
TWO INTERVIEWS
that he was also made a tramp as the which evidently t.hp thieves did not
ULTZ FELL OFF
result rf going to Helen with a Lewis care lor, the chests were empty. The
In his pocket.
The ticket or chests will le turned over to ttnj
JOINT STATEHOOD ticket
owners. The police are working dilTER ST. BRIDGE
Temby's bears the following:
igently on the case and will exercise
every effort to run down the thieves.
Lewis LalKir Agency. 1419 Sv- off in Darkness and T. A. Riordan.of Flagstaff, Says
REMAINS OF RUDOLPH SPINenteenth street, Denver, Colo.,
December 2, 1905. No. 4t72.
He is Opposed to
NER INTERRED IN FAIR VIEW
I to the Ground
(To He Retained by Kmpbiyer.)
Name, William Temby.
Hired for. Sharper.
Jointure.
Beneath.
THE TRAGIC MANNER IN WHICH
As, Grader.
HE CAME TO HIS DEATH.
Near, Helen. N'. M.
day.
per
Wages.
$2
$1.75
to
id PAINFIL INJURIES ARTHUR G. WELLS IN FAVOR
(Hoard. $4.fi0 per week.)
The letnalus of Rudolph Spinner
Report In office. 7 p. m.
were interred nt Falrvlew cemetery
Void after December. L. 19o5.
tliis morning at 10:30 o'clock in the
T. A. Hlordan, president of the AriShultz, an aged man
irresenee of a, large number of sorrow
Walter street, had a zona Lumber and Timber company,
ing friends and relatives.
evening from death or who is in the city on business and
The agency states on the back of
The manner in which Spinner came
aiming him for life, as the pleasure combined, stated tnis fore- this ticket that It is only liable for to his death was both strange and pit
fall he took from the Wal- - noon that if congress does not pass a the fee, which will be returned when iful. He was employed at the dairy
more binding bill on the joint state- work cannot be procured. It makes of Alliers Hros., In Old Albuquerque.
bridge.
art been down town, and at hood question than an enabling act, no provision, however, for returning and some time Wednesday evoning he
ile hour started for home.' the people of Arizona adverse to the the unfortunate to his friends.
fell headlong into a vat. In which he
measure have nothing to
alking along in a reminls-w-ltwas
washing milk cans, rnfortu
eyes cast downward, fear.
in Mad Chase.
nately, Spinner was a victim of epl
"I would bet $100 that there is not
little heed to the bridge
Millions rush In mad chase after leptic fits, and although no otic witve in sight, and over which a person in Coconino county in favor health, from one extreme of faddlsm nessed the accident, it is presumed
pass. It was an every-daof it," said the man who is at tne head to another, when, if they would only that he fell Into the vat while over
i
that has at least eat good food and keep their bowels come by one of tnese fits, ami wa
for Mr. Shultz to cross of an institution
tire. If he had glanced up, l,niii) men on its pay roll.
regular with Dr. King's New Life drowned. The body was discovered
"All we want," continued Mr. Rlor-da- Hills, their troubles would all pass yesterday morning.
r. Shultz would have observ-Life had long
"Is to be left alone. If we can't away. Prompt relief and quick cure been extinct.
was not headed directly
T.H
path. Still 'ne get single statehood we don't wa.nt for liver and stomach trouble; 2fe al
years of age,
The deceased was
i.
He reached the edge of any, and we are not particular about any drug store; guaranteed.
and a brother of Mrs. J. Korber. Mrs
e and stepped Into space, that. I believe that it would be just
Herman Hlueher and Mrs. L. M.
e as well
if we waited a few years till
hud he landed at the
The disease with which he was
HAY. HAY
RIO
PUERCO
CHOICE
of between eight and we are better fitted for statehood, and AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS. THE afflicted was the result of a kick on
t
liejol
He sustained a fracture of I believe then it will come to us w
from n horse when h was 7
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO. 602 th
a struggle.
rm at the wrist, a long cut
J years old.
STREET.
SOUTH
FIRST
ce, which required several
"We Arizouians are willing that
should get statehood:
and other painful bruises, New Mexico
an rendered medical aid. we would like to see you get it, but
Shultz did not hrealc Ills we don't want to be tied up with New
iack in the fall is a fact Mexico."
"But. what do you think of wbat the
should congratulate himself
?
will not be able to work president has recommended that congress do In the statehood matter?"
for some days to come.
was asked Mr. RIordan.
"Well, I don't agree with the presiA BIG RliOUUION
dent," was the answer.
Then Mr. Riordan admitted that he
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE OWN- didn't know why the people of Arizona were so opposed to joint stateERS. ATTENTION.
hood, but he was sure that ihey were
Beef - Pork
Mutton -- Veal
Poultry
Learnanl &. Lindeiiiana announce not prejudiced.
company
whicli
Mr.
hiordan
of
The
dol4U
per
on
all
cent
a reduction of
lar records for the improved Victor is president is the largest lumber
Fish
Oysters Butter and - Eggs
talking machines.
This reduction concern in Arizona. Their mills are
of
foot
Flagstaff
at
the
the
located
at
of
owners
great
saving
means a
to the
Victor talking machines, and will en- San Francisco mountains.
ALSO
The Difference of Opinion.
acquire
every
a valuable
one to
able
Sitting in the same circle of chairs
collection of records at little cost.
Learnard t Lindeinann have nearly with Mr. Riordan at the Alvarado,
HOME MADE MINCE MEAT
You are invited was Arthur (J. Wells, general manaLOOtl
new records.
ger of the Santa Fe coast lines. The
to call and hear them.
AND
AriRemember that the largest stock of Santa Fe owns more railroad in busia.,
doing
zona
roads
than
other
Mexin
New
Victor talking machines
KINDS
SAUSAGE OF
The
ness in Arizona put together.
ico can be found at Learnard
They w ill sell you one on Interests of the Santa Fe in Arizona
are larger than the Interests it any
easy payments. Ask about It.
AT
one concern, except, probably, onft or
biis-- I
mining
doing
large
two
interests
COUSIN KATE" TONIGHT
ness in the southern part of the terrl-- I
tory, and what Mr. Wells has to say
AND on the subject of statehood is of no
GALLATIN
MISS ALBERTA
HER LIVE COMPANY AT ELKS little consequence.
217 SOUTH SKCOND STREET.
of
The fact that the corporation
OPERA HOUSE.
which Mr. Wells Is general manager,
Auto Phone, 423.
Colorado Phone, Black 182.
equally as great In both
Miss Alberta Oallatln, who appears has interestsgives more weight to any
territories,
at the lCIks opera house tonight in statement made by him ahout anyPRICKS THAT ARB RIGHT.
"Cousin Kate," has had a career of thing that might affect the prosperity
which she. may well Ikj proud. Since
two territories, either for bet-t- e
the day of her first appearance on of the
ror for worse, than probably any
the stage, her rise to the top rungs of other
person. And this is the opinthe ladder has been gradual and very ion :
appreciable. In the earlier years of
"I think the president handled the
her life on the stage she demonstrated statehood
ably. It Is a matter
to the best actors of the day that sho entitled tomatter
deep thought. The queswas possessed of wonderful talent and
state government is one that
ability and she had been a member tion of always
should
be considered from an
of the profession but a short year un- economical
point of view, and it looks
til she began playing the leads with to me as though
Joint statehood would
such people as Booth and Hurrett, be
the more economical for New mcx-ieJoseph Jefferson, Mrs. Fiske, R. JL
and Arizona."
Sothern, Richard Mansfield, and Thos.
Mr. Wells Is a man of few words
Keene. She was the leading lady for
always speaks to the point. What
each one of the latter three gentle- and
men, an honor for which thousands he has to say alxiut tho statehood
matter should receive due consideraof actrossea have striven without
tion from the tax payers of the
cap-arre-

"NOT THEN - -

In

one place, and In another it says. "My

of-j-

bug has Bold his
fit Fort Defiance,

st

Sal

Md wants
Ximas

HAVE BEEN FOUND

PROYE FABULOUS

,

Police Here Forced to Care Discovered by Small Boy Last
For Many Men Who Get
Night Near the Third
No Work at Belen.
Ward School.

the letter runs

back there,"

jro

STOLEN TOOL CHESTS

JOBS OF AN AGENCY

JORDAN'S CAPTURE RESULT

FIVE.

PACE

cattle to the Indians

BUT NOW"

-

lnd-sar-

'

Reduction on all Furs

cut-oft-

vo-!tb-

THE CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF AIJj
WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW? OVER 300 TO SELECT FROM.
BEAUTIFUL

e

A

HANDSOME TUR.
PETS

FUR

FOR

,

CHILDREN.

ex-,ie- ct

i

,

Note BY MAKING

SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAP.

A

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

I

SON

S. VANN &

la-s-

Have just received a new line
of Clocks, Cut Glass, China
and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give themacall before buying

a

iwo-stat-

y

We

e

bot-ttanc-

Ith-on-

Highest Quality

ALL

'

Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at price that are fair and
quire, and we are now making

Special Prices
the FollowingfJoo-o... On
neTngoraiur
14

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Seta
40c China 8alad Bowl

CLOSING OUT

.

PUT IV YOU It CLASS TO KFKP
OUT
illK COLD. SLK HUDSON,
THK PALNTKR.

GOOD

THINGS TO EAT

22c
TURKEYS, per lb
SPRING CHICKENS, per lb 17c
16c
HENS, oer lb
16c
DUCKS, per lb
Italian
Imported
Genuine
special, while the
Chestnuts;
25c
supply lasts, 2 lbs for
20c
WALNUTS, per lb
20c
ALMONDS, per lb
20c
PECANS, prr lb
20c
BRAZIL NUTS, per lb
20c
FILBERTS, per lb.
BLACK WALNUTS, lb. .8
HICKORY NUTS, (large) 8 13c
FRESH FOR SATURDAY
ROQUEFORT CHEESE.
SWISS CHEESE.
BRICK CHEESE.
12 OTHER KINDS.
SMOKED GOOSE BREASTS.
All the different varieties of
Vegetables now in the market.
FRESH TOMATOES, lb ...10c
.

THE

JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
taS&S(S3CUkBj

m

POLICE

Am

Dynamo?,

Our trade

'or November hast

so

far exceeded our expectations,

that we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

j

Commencing December

1,

the

Christmas

rush.

the jewelry business January

a.-i-

j

i

en ,e

J.n

f .1

g as many days.

Ul

WUI h Oil

'

lie iM

II,. did net have

i

"ii

tin1

five

Try Blue Label Jams,
preserves, at Conroy'n.

1

j. Hies ami

early. Remember,

I

1,

I

positively retire

from

and from now until December

will make prices lower than ever offered on

Fin

31,

General

411

housecleanlng

Largest line of Electric and Combination Fixtures in the Southwest.

and

Southwestern Electric and Construction Company
216 SOUTH

0000JOJ

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

in a

first-clas-

s

000

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from live cent per day up. Let us
toll you about it.

Bottled In Bond.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DIsUUsts,

X0XJ

FRANKFORT. KT.

.-

MELINI & EAKIN
8ol

Pbon,

Room

III.

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER

c

ooooo

T

000X 00OsK000

0. W. Strong's Sons

KOOOOCXOOOOOOOCXXOCOOOOOO

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
and

tew

MONUMENTS.

FROM START TO FINISH
our White Lily cigar is ahead of all
)
inherx every time. If you want
and real gratitlca-tior
when enjoying your
smoke, JiiHt try a White Lily cigar.
We will Kuarauteo that you will ay
it Is the best medium priced cigar that
your mouth ever held or your palate
enjoyed. Try one and ynu will never
inoKe tiny other.
Ken-u!ut-

n

after-dinne-

--

A.

2(1 211 N. Second St., Both Phones

SPRINGS

N. T. Armljo Building.

HOLIDAY GOODS:

199.

Falrvlew
Superintendents
Sau'a Barbara Cemeteries.

18

The best place to buy HOLIDAY GOODS Is where each piece of
stock offered for Kale has been carefully seiecteil by a competent
buyer. Each piece of our holidiy stock has been personally elected
for its beauty of design, Ha fin shed workmanship, or some otuer
quality that lifts It above the ordluury. Come In and seo for yourself.
B. M. BRIQQS 4. CO
First St. and Gold Are. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Both Phone.

Agent.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic

STREET.

Bad Weather

.

JEMEZ HOT

Jewelry store.

FOX.
ooC'ooocooo:
H.

SECOND

J. RICHARDS

AVENUE.
WV2 WEST RAILROAD
OOOOCODOCOOOOOCXXXXXXOTr

Plated Silver Table ware. Cocks, and everything

Silverware,

SPECIALTY.

Authorized Agent

Automatic phone, 260.
WEST RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds,

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid

A

CROCKER WHEELER CO.,

Joh work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.

j

Make your selections

WIRING

i

our store will be kept open evenings,

and additional help added, to take care of

q
1
0

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CO.

I

j

lit. 3

Electrical Supplies

Motors and

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,

I

fui the
Tlirei' men were ushered
liar of justice in police court thU
One of i li em was a suspect
niorninir.
arrested in connection w ilh the theft
of tilt- caiM liter cheats ill the new!
Koint To l.iiihlini;. lie was i! l.chat Meil,
there liein no lansilile eviileiiee on
which to hold him.
Krank Lyons pleaded guilty to
int? inti'xieH'vd. "Your honor," plead-- j
eii l.jons, "I am in feeble health, the
condition of my luns lirii.n had. I
'am scarcely able to walk two block a
without resting, and I wish, for this
r
that you would he lenient."
Lyons was unable to fcive Chief
McMillln any Hood
reason for his
ability to be. out all iuk'u on a drunk,
bin as bis appearance did i' al!y back
iii tin- man's assertions, he was told
by Judge Crawford to "hit the roail."
unless In- wished to serve five davs In
jail.
W. J. ('moby liad a disfigured lnoulh
which Indicated that some tlpplintr
(companion had handed him a nn neti-- i
He pleaded Kuilty to in-tie punch.
x cat ion.
was sent, need to
ami

phone, No.

Auto

runorml Director mnd Bmbmlmer

HOUSE

SALE

COURT

BORDERS f

lis. Residence

Black or White Hearse, $5.00
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

oosx

GRAND

o

o

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

$8
25c
20

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glae Berry Seta
20c
35o Glae
Water Pitcher
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamp
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
40c
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

FARR'S MARKET

ooooooocooo oexxxxooo

Stove. .. .$8.75

S

STAGE LINE

Carries the United .States mull;
only line with a change of stock en
route; Kood rlns, bnrsea nnd drivers;
AlbU(iiei(ie every .Monday
iiii-- i
rli
at 5 a. in. Kor
Wednesday and
particulars, address V. I.. Trimble
Albuiiieriiie, N. M., or J.
Co..
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, J'crea. N. M.
Subscribe for The Hvoning Citizen
and get the newg.

THE NEW YORK
ANTONIO

o
Q

(ient's

Furnishing

Special Sales Every Saturday.

oooootoocc--

FA

ARMIJO & CO.

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phon

601.

121 N.

Third Street

000000Ot000

o
q

I-

ALJJUQUKUQUK

PAGE SIX.

EVENING CITIZEN

i

In Irs.

WITHIN THE SPACE OF A ClTY BLOCK SHE SEES THE EXCLUSIVE
HORSE SHOW CROWD AND THE FAMOUS BREAD LINE OF THE
PINCHED LITTLE CHILDREN OF THE SLUMS.

f

the ofiavlty donation of (Tie
owner of that hake shop,

I
rniinot adequately describe thnl
emaciated, physically, niontally, and
no doulii, morally, dwarfed, bread lino
of clillilron. The night was cold. Thor
( Mrs.
M. .I.im s. nationally Known as "Mother Jones."
a little hnnds wore hluo. They wore not
famous a
Poor Innocents, little
labor leader mid ot gatiiznr, was commissioned liy t li s newspaper to give half dressed.
her impressions nf tin- Now York horse show, tin- hrflliani society spec- illil they realize the frightful tragedy
they pl lured IVi my mind. I caw them
ial lo of llio social season in tlu- metropolis.)
away In tholr hags
'store thoold
BY MOTH ER JONES.
.and baskets and dart off through tur
The Angel of the Coal Mineri.
'dark streets to their tenement homes.
Kin Hit- benefit of niv countrywomen, who Know nothing nml care less
I
us
every
on
n the frightful tragedies being cnao.e.l nliom
side today.
My thoughts went back to Palestine.
would liko to recount tho Impression made upon nie by a plrturo thai rep-I thought
of the Christ who climbed
v
system:
or
our social
!. ii!imI l ho ory extremes
the hill of Calvary. From that day to
his royal highness. Millions of dollan this Christ's children have boon walkThe Fashion Line.
pathway of tho naI wonto Madison Squaie Garden. ! "rtl1 of clothes rustled a llio prince ing tno bloody
tions, on. on, up to iho Mount of Calpassed
Males,
circles.
around
the
in
1 Inndrerts of
inon and women, dressed evening clothes, with hands that look vary.
in iho height of what thov ollol fash ed like iho show window of a Jewelry
Inside the garden those people had
took off their huts. It was a little thought or pity for tho poor they
in boxes, faring a store,
ion. wore
sigiit.
eirolo, whore
horses, beauti- grand
knew to be but a block away. True,
fully kept, beam iflllly fed. beautifully
; they have tholr chiirilles, associations,
groomed and carefully sheltered from
Th Bread Line.
reform schools, college extensions,
walked a hundred paces easl, to- rescue homes and jails, but tho childthe clod bi.isl of a November evening,
w ore prancing about on I ho tan bark.
ward the corner of L'7lh strwt, and ren come every night for the bread.
'

i

FRIDAr, DECEMBER

if mm

"MOTHER JONES" FINDS TRAGEDY
WHERE EXTREMES MEET IN GOTHAM

g. 1905.

(m

The Coffee Importers and Roosters are Attac

-

i

POSTHJm FOOD CO

1

i

All Along The Line.

i

fo-'t-

well-bre-

THERE'S A REASON."

1

(ff

mvn ?m

G.AXSfi

irvmwW

Many people have found out the truth about old fashioned coffee.

They have overcome disease caused by it.
The plan was easy and sure.
Quit Coffee and use Postum.

El

I

xx

0

00

Proof with one's self is stronger than any theory.

2,W

Of CAKXTAQES
CifUtltSSiil BJtStlD J.7JVS

The Postum army grows by hundreds of thousands yearly.

it

car r'wiLL

,

it

fc,

m

,

C

y

m

i

The old fashioned Coffee
v

J4.

m

Ilocause their pocket-bookto the old coffeee slavery.
V

IrW 5

'

n

M.

H

Q

W

ll

M
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The hoise show was in progress.
Tlio great garden whs hung with Ray
liunling. t.10 air was oiil
wu.i
the porfiiine of ( olonc jii.i ilowois.
giision--at iho
Poi ks ol (liaiiiinids
litrs and breasts ot the women. Orchids, w.iich I am told cost $" apiece,
wen ascomn-oat the corsages ci the
society dames as are daisies in an uncultivated meadow in July.
A friend told mo ihat the hats that
some of the women wore cost as much
as $20 or lot'ti. One woman wore a
coal thai represented at least

Fourth avenue. A little army of children tnmi the slums was drawn up
Culinian's bakery. Those hild
ren are there every niglii at fi o'clock,
drawn up in a line ol misery. They
came for free broad stale bread.
.omoinlng lo hold together the bodies
and souls of brothers and sisters and
lathers and mot hers.
rti to after tile
Wlut a pieliiro 10
bright spectacle of wealth Just witnessed! Mere wore a hundred li...e
souls wiio hail never known Cod's sunshine. I.lttle tended ones whose parents had worked In the dingy cellars
and garrets of New York, and were
now out of work, plagued by disease,
iinsuccessiul in some way or other.
The children had gone out to pick up
the stale crunibR that fell from rich
men's tables. Old dried bread wan
c

I

1

1

11

Kio.
There wore silks and satins
and rare laces enough to pave Broadway for two miles.
When a rotten prince of royalty
came to upend the show the hand
played the national anthem and society buckled up like hairpins before

s

out; the irregular action gave place to a steady, regular boat,
became fuller and stronger, the temporal lire became normal an
wont on to uninterrupted recovery.

Hero's to you, oh faithful followers pr the tribe or Ananias.

Our modem thieves in broadcloth do
not stain tnlr hands.
A judge before whom I was once on
trial for the alleged olfense of inciting
riot, told nie I was a good old woman,
meant well anil asked me why I did
not go inio charily. "I don't believe
In charity." I told him.
"If had my
way
it I would liar down every
charltalil.f institution in the world.
no more, no loss.
want
If
you'll give us justice w;o won't need
charity."
Alas, how sad is the fate of the
ninety and nine of the army of poor
children 01 New I'ork
the kind of
children I have described. Some will
go forth into the slave pens of our
illustrious system. When ihey protest
the butterflies of the horse allow will
vise up to crush them.

e

e

ease that It could not lie ignored.
Case 1. In the latter part or December. l'lO?..
had under
an old lady, 74 years, who was convalescing from an attack
of
She had responded favorably to the treatment and was doing
cept for a peculiar rise and fall of the temperature and an irreg
of the heart.
She had been troubled more or less with woakn
heart and at this time its action was giving me a good deal of (

are hurl, they would drive the people back boat being Irregular and feeble, at times much more so that at i
study of conditions and causes threw no light on th,, rase unli
that the irregularity was more marked on the mornings when
One coffee prevaricator says:
"It l Postum) has lately been exposed
coffee, which she did not have every morning.
As I could no
and found to contain an excess of very ordinary coffee."
any other cause I advised that she should not take the coffee,
Another that "it (Postum) is made from a small amount, of parched peas, demur on the part of the patient she acceded
and Postum Ceres
beans, wheat, dried sweet potatoes, and paste of wheat middlings."
stituted for the coffee.
A favorable effect was almost immedia

IT"

n v v

Magnates are now deriding Postum through

Iho papers.

the deleterious effects of coffee and its potency as a factor
in tho
of disease.
This has been so strongly impressed upon
nie the p
thut I am impelled to make a contribution to ihe subject, by r
few cases in which coffee was so manifestly causing or
eontinuin

,

100,000.00 CASH

Case II. The result in case one set me thinking.
For sol
had been troubled with nervous dyspepsia, with cardiac Irritabil
times, great irregularity in the action of the heart, intermittent
will be deposited with any reputable trust company m- a loss amount if pulse and much nervous depression, all of which, in spite of trei
I
desired) against a like amount by any coffee roaster or dealer.
hail had light, enough thrown on the
If steadily getting worse.
Iho charges prove true we lose. If not wo take the money as partial liquidahad not been so blinded by prejudice that I could not see.
tion for the infamous insult to our business.
stance, on one occasion, when the cook, who did not believe t
was any good unless it rivalled in color her ebony face, gave m
The Postum Pure Food factories an- the largest in the world, the busicoffee one morning that was fully up to her Ideal, and which,
ness having been built upon absolutely pure food products, made on scienof Samson. I dra
tific lines, "for a reason" and the plain unvarnished tfuth told every day noticed that it possessed neariy the strength
-

-

These factories are vislied by thousanas of people every coiiBlderal ion.
I had been feeling rather better than usual
n, nth.
They are shown into every cranny anil examine every ingredient
for a day or wi
and process.
Raeh visitor sees Postum made of different raits of the wheat after breakfast 1 was attacked with such peculair sensations that
bony treated by different mechanical methods mi one run blended with able to go out, and was obliged lo call upon a colleague for
a small part of pure New Orleans molasses.
So he knows Postum contains Singularly enough, although I had the feeling that 1 was under the niiiu-enc- e
of some drug, il was nol until some time afterward thut 1 realized
nol one tiling in the world but Wlieat and New () loans molasses.
It toolt
more than a year of experimenting to pcilVol the processes aud learn how that I had been poisoned by the coffee.
Cnder strong tonic treatment I
to develop the diastase and properly treat the other elements in the wheal grew better for a time, bin in December. I!ii3. I began to grow
worse

and all the time.
(

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

ARE

MOST

ANYTHING

MOVING LIVELY THESE DAYS
Representatives of the Evening Citizen Visit the
Toy Headquarters and Formulate Their Ideas
in the

Subjoined

Article.

Chriatuias shoppins has already to believe andTxpect Christmas prescommenced In Albuquerque, tho pulj-li- c ents and the disappointment accomapparently preferring to make as panying a lack of the usual spirit,
man- - if tK..ii iiiirfhnulri US OBrK' aii would be exceedingly difficult to estipossible before the great holiday rush j mate.
For the childveu, and Christinas
begins.
Armies of toy aoldiers. great fami- was meant largely for them, toys connearly a hundred per cnt of
lies of dolls, fleets of miniature war stitute
vessels, whoie systems ot railroads, the gifts. This has been the custom
for ages and ages. It has been so for
vast cities or toy houses, wonderful so
long a time that an industry that
electrical and mechanical toys, theamounts into the millions has boon
forters with performers who neverveloci-liedecreated by the d- niaud. There are two
got their parts, wheeled toys,
coasters, wagous, doll carrl-aRO- distinct clnaseH of toys, the American
games, everything Imaginable manufactured article, and the Merman
to delight the little folks, make this article, usually hand made.
The German article has the greatpart of Albuquerque's grandest shopping places a veritable fairyland for er demand. The workmanship is preeminently the best, owing to the fact
I lie children.
that German labor is cheaper. Ameri
Other departments are as attractive to the ladies as the toy section is can competition has no effect on the
to the youngsters. The suit and cloak German manufacturer. His goods can
store, in which is displayed the largest be manufactured and imported direct
and most varied assortments of styl- to the retail merchant at a price con
siderably less than that demanded by
he handsomely apish garments.
pointed millinery parlors, niul the wo- the American manufacturer. The manmen's furuihhiug and infants' wear ufacture of mechanical toys is condepartments are displaying a myriad fined almost wholly to Nuremberg, in
southeast Germany. An enormous Inof pretty things for Christ mas gifts.
The jewelry and silverware displays dustry has come into existence in this
are Indeed dazzling. Then there are Hiir and remarkable as it may seem
book exhibits wherein can be found to the average reader. American merail of the year's choicest Bill books, chants and the American public are
hundreds of new novels, the famous the princal consumers.
am burs' works in choice bindings,
books hu science, medicine, history, THE LITTLE DOGS
toHAVE THEIR DAY.
art and every conceivable subject,chilNew York. Doc. 8
gether With a great collection of
Toy dogs are
having their innings at the dog show
dren's books.
ut
which
much
Waldorf-Astoriopened at ihe
interest
Other sections of
this time are the out glass rooms, dis- ycMeruay under the auspices of the
Toy
Spaniel
t int, of America.
ornaments,
play of bronzes ami
It is
of leal her and w ood novelties, the third annual show of thai kind
friends,
James
and
to
.l rtimer has been selected
send to
souvenirs
displays of nun's smoking Jackets, as Judge. Tin l.rcds which are
esfurnishings,
In
'l'.nd
show are Knglish. Japthe
oilier
neokweat
pecially selected and boxed for Chris-mu- anese and Pckimsc spaniels; York
the holiday neckwear for wo- shire terriers; I'omim rnnlans black
men, and the remarkable assortment pugs; Griffons llruxellols; Maltese
toy bull terriers, and toy black and
or umbrellas.
In all there fifty-sitfins.
It has boon said Unit the Christclasses,
mas spirit is growing old ami that and trophies are offered for each
the time will come when it will be class. The entries are unusually numrorKOtlcll even to iiliobservalice, as erous and some of the tinesl dogs of
many or the customs of our fore- the toy variety are on exhibition. The
fathers have boon. This can bo suc- attndanee iromikes to be very large.
cessfully denied. The parental mind.
Hie lovlug spirit which predominates MANY SCANDINAVIANS
RETURN FOR CHRISTMAS.
that luind and the spirit of giving that
New
York, Hoc. S. As usual at
prevails In every human nature will
successfully contradict any' tendency this lime or tho year tho outgoing
io the contrary it) the years to come. steamers ate carrying a large iiunir of Swedes. Norwegians and Danes,
The universal belief In this theory
who make their annual pilgrimage to
can only be demonstrated by tho
of the average business man their fatherland, to upend the Yule-tidIn their old homes and surrounded
With the
io the public In general.
The custom
advent of the Christmas season, the by their old lriends.
merchant begins catering to Christ- litis been growing In recent years and
r Scandinavians
mas trade.
going
He makes hla place of the, number
business u1 tractive, he does his host to their old fatherland
for the
parChristmas holidays is Increasing from
to please his customers In every
ticular. Incidentally, the toy merchant year to year. Practically all the
will return to the (,'uited
comes in at this time of year, for a
generous portion of the Christmas Sinus after the holidays, and many
trade. The child ion cannot be for- of them will bring members of their
got ten. They have been brought tip fanning and fi tends with them.
-

I

a

far-uw-

.

b;

;

-

con-liden-

e
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It makes
me sore f to produce the coffee-lik- e
flavor that makes suspicious people "wonder." again, and trentment failing to effect any improvement. It began to look as
think th't we spank children
th't ain't old Hut there never has been one grain of old fashioned or drug coffee In Postum If I was In danger of a complete breakdown.
enough C know right an' and never
The colleague who was treating me was suspicious of kidney disease,
will foe.
wrong an' uon't spank
lint a urinary analysis cleared up that point, but I did not improve.
men un' women th't are
It
Another thing, we have on tile in our general offices the original of
old enough, t
was
at
time,
I have said, the result in case No. I set nie thinking,
this
as
every testimonial letter we have ever puplished.
We submit that our
and found from a sludy of the modalities, that I was worse and more deutttitude regarding coffee is now and always has teen absolutely fair.
If
pressed
after taking coffee, and it fin illy penetrated Into my Inner conone wants a stimulant and can drink coffee and It does nol sot up any sort
sciousness
'
that possibly coffee was the cause of my conditon.
took my
Chas. M. Schwab wishes to go to of physical ailment, drink it
the United States senate. Every now
own prescription and gave up coffee, with the result of an almost immediBut if coffee overtaxes and weakens the heart, (and it does with some.)
and then we hear something that inate change for the hotter.
The depression disappeared, the cardiac discreases our regard for John 1). RockeOr if It sets up disease of the stomach and bowels, (and it does with
feller. He never had any such low
dyspeptic
turbance
symptoms lessened and a steady
ceased,
and
the
desire.
nonio. )
Improvement set In.
"Did Harold Foolson nimuiu.,- Io jvim
Or if it causes weak eyes, (and il does with some.)
the other evening?"
v
Case III. About the same time
had under treatment a youug lady
"No. but I think he was Just about
to and lost nls nerve."
Or if it causes nervous prostration, (and it does with many.)
suffering from chronic nephritis who presented an almost endless variety
"Too fond: Nobody '11 ever pros pose
to you unless he has nerve.'
Then good plain old fashioned common sense might (without asking of symptoms, which would yield to treatment for a lime, only to return in
Among the more persistent and annoying of these
Yes, why doesn't Mr. Cortelyoti ask permission of coffee merchants) suggest to quit putting caffeine (the drug an aggragvated form.
the life insurance companies to make
was
a
gastric
irritability
coffee)
of
with an absolute refusal of the' stomach to digest
organized
into a highly
human body, for health is really wealth
up that $14.(I00,IMM) deficit iti the
department ?
or absorb any food, progressive emaciation with great weakness., and a
and the happiest sort of wealth.
Letting His Light Shine in Rochester
Then if one's own best interest urges him to study into the reason and constant sensation of hunger witli nausea and frequent spells of vomiting,
Jonas Candel, son or Jonas Candel,
moved to Rochester, N. Y., where he
when the food taken would be returned unchanged;
palpitation of the
bought a dwelling and got a position There's a reason," he will unearth great big facts that all of the sophis
In a hearse
heart, oedema, hectic fever, colliquative sweats, oic.
factory. Coliimhlanna tries of the coffee Importers and roasters cannot refute.
Under treatment aud
Take time to read
(O.) Ledger.
a most rigid diet the mitigation of the symptoms was very slight.
the following from Ihe famous In. 11. F. rndorwood.
in
The American
Bellefontaine's Kindness.
had advised her thai coffee was injurious and slmu'il be given up,
Hollefontalne has a good supply of Physician:
good things, and is always reaching
but it was not luttil her condition was almost hopeless that she could be
out for more, which is the reason
suppose that, she has laid claim on
iniluced to follow my advice and refrain from coffee.
The beneficial effect
the Zanesfield hand. Well, if it will
of this was apparent at once; the stomach began to recover its tone, the
do your old town any good our people are nol hoggish about a little
Irritability ceased, the vomiting stopped, and the food tak.ii was digested
thing like that, so take it and welCoffee
come.
In
Zanesfield (O. ) Kxatniner.
and 'absorbed; the sensation of continual hunger disappeared, the emacia-io-
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as a Factor

A H

Maiden.
A
girl won a piano in a
husking contest at Sterling, 111. She
husked 125 bushels of corn In nine
hours. Yes, yes. she was that kind or
a girl.

the Production of Gastric
and Cardiac Disorders.

y

woman in New Castle, Pa.,
caused the arrest of her sou for talking in his sleep. Woman Is at the
front in every great reform movement
in this country.
"Did your papa ever loll yoll fairy
Rtorles, mamma?"
"No, my child,
but your father
s
did."
A

Chances Against Him.
'Dr. Kulldun swore In court that
Jetison was unable to appear, and
that he probably never would recover
his health."
"Hi.w long has Jensou been his
ia
tient?"
"Two or three weeks."
"Then I Itelieve that his si moment
in court was the truth."
Joe Murphy, former call boy at the
yard nttioe In I.as Vegas, has gone to
St. I.ouis where ho will take a course
in a business college.
He has been
succeeded by Mart Nelson, former
flight call boy.

By B. F.

,

Underwood,

M. D.

n

lessened and her strength slowly returned.
Of course, the disease has
not been cured, but a cure which seemed hopeless before has boon made
possible.

As a insult of these experiences, to which more could ue added, iu alt
The pathological properties or coffee have received bin scant attention
eases of intractable nervous or gastric diseases I have come to regard coffrom medical authors, although, it is not doubtful,
think, that more than
fee as an inoitant. and an important, if not the chief, factor in the producany other single
coffee is rosjxiusible tor the great prevalence
tion of the disease, and to insist upon its discontinuance as a part or the
of nervous, gastric, and cardiac diseases ut the present time, and that the
treatment, and, I may add. with uniformly good effect.
I have found also
great incr-si- in sudden deaths from
heart affection In recent years may
that, although the giving up of coffee has been in many cases done only
be Justly hot down to the use or abuse of coffee as a beverage.
under protest and with great reluctance, it has been attended with but
Shomuk. r, in his "Materia
Mediea." treating upon coffee, says: little difficulty when a palatable and satisfactory
substitute was provided.
"I'sed in excess It disorders digestion aud causes functional disturbance
Iu my own case, and in that of the others described, I used the Postum
of Hi.system, shown by headache, vertigo, mental confusion and
Cereal and found it entirely satisfactory.
Kvon the most inveterate coffee
palpitat i, ut the hi a i.
Ir increases secretion, blunts sensation, exalts
drinkers after a short use of the Postum seem to lose all desire for coffee
reflex oi lability, increases inetiint activity, and may produce insomnia and
and to be perfectly satisfied with the Cereal.
great
restlessness " .'i d this i a much as any medical author has
Study the subject and apply the facts to yourself.
Io suy up.ii, u,e sulijci
There's a Reason for
In ii, caHt, t n,av i,t. merely the zeal of the recent convert which Inspires mo, i,ut
(,.t. utrongly from both my personal and professional
,
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The Williams Drag Co.

B. A. SLEYSTER

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
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NEW LINE IN KANSAS.

company,
The Santa Ke itail'oa.l
a
'it
has incorc". rated at Kate-1cottipailv to be called the Medicine
conic'inv. with a
Vallev 'Railroad
it
The purcapital stock of ?
pose of the eem .MUV is t,j construct a
in,
road west from Medicine Lodge,
llarber iiunty. Kansas, and north-- ;
Santa
the
west to a connection with
Fe's main line, probably at Dodge,
City
The mrveyors will be pill iu '.he
Held at once and tin- new line will be
)."i!ile
about 1"" mib s long. I' is
il lie run from
line
tliHt another
Medicine Lodge almost straight m't'th.
to Kinsby on ihe main line. The,
eoiinti'y thus to be opened is a rich
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Helen is the largest shipping point for wool. Hour,
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Santa Fe Railway

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER
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THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
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,chool house, costlarge wln.ry; three hotels,
i,;1re annoi be estimated.
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EAST AND WEST NORTH

AND

first-clas-

SOUTH.
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Gut-o- ff

house jeweler, plumbing shop,
s
bakery, tailor :.p.
cultivation); no anl or gravel. We need a
The lots offered are in tho center of the city, well graded, (many of them :il proved by
,
: odern
hotel.
harness chop, etc. etc. Also a first-clacoal and wood yard, drug sto-ePAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEOS.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY
CHOICEST LOTS TO
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE

.
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FE OFFERS PRIZE
FOR NAME OF TRAIN.
general passenger
loiics,
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of t'ie Santa Fe. present
I'hoetnx railway, is about to set sev-
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
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win at belt.

'KXD

east and west from Chicago,
Fe system--leadin- g
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, LI Paso and Old Mexico
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ClhiHsttmas

Gifts
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$1.75 to $4.00
75c to $2.50
$1.65 to $4.00

Men's Shoes, stylish and reliable
Men's) Slippers, felt or leather
women's Shoes, Patent Kid, Vici Kid or Calf
Women's House Slippers
Women's Dress Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls
Children's Felt Slippers

0
A
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60c to $1.50
' $1.25 to $3.00
$1,10 to $2.25
45c to $1.00

Room 1, In the siime nuiiilinK.
Max B. Fitch, general manager of
the Southwestern 1au(1 and Coal company, operating In Sierra county, is
spending the day iu the city.
Dr. W. G. Tight, president of tho
New Mexico Vniversity, Is attending
a meeting of the territorial hoard of
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OF PRIME COFFEE
A

CUP

straight to the heart of
every man at breakfast time, and
everyone knows that only good grocers keep good coffee. Wo take sep-elpride In our brands, as they have
niade our store famous. Just as good
as the coffee we sell are our teas,
which principle holds good throughout
our entire stock. We sell nothing
but the best of food products thoBe
we have tested ourselves, and so can
swear by them.
Is what goes

al

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St,

ooooooooooooo

Ltimfeeis

Sas;aDsors-
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Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Mar,quette,

-
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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DIAMONDS
UNREDEEMED
s)
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PLEDGES

AT LOW PRICES

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
WEST RAILROAD

114
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Up to date Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
f

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

ll

t

This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
A

BEAUTIFUL

LINE OF DOLL

CARRIAGES

AND

HOLIDAY

GOODS GALORE.
BEST

IN

CIGARS.

TALKING

MACHINES.

l

,no

1

D

.

COLUMBIA
..

GRAPH A PHONES

o"PP"e.

I

CANDY.

I AMONDS

When rwight r.?ht are s good Investment Our prices are right We Invlt
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mall order
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

COURT

to

$10

4

$27.50.

SIMON STERN
AVENUE CLOTHIER.

THE RAILROAD

t

m.

NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE J
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

Signet Rings

STREET.

Pay your poll taxes today
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.

at
Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentle
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you tfcey w

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
Notice Is hereby given that the part
nershlp lately existing between Char
ley Gruner and M. A. Kilduff, under
the firm name of Gruner & Kilduff,
was dissolved on fhe fith day of December, A. D. l'.tos. by mutual con'
sent.
All debts owing to the said partnership are to be received by Charles
Gruner and all demands on the said
partnership are to be presented to him
for payment.
CHARLES GRUNER.
M. A. KILDUFF.

CalJ and see what we have to offer you,

MAYNARD,
113

The Jewel,

-

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Lambs" wool Slipper Soles for Children, Women and Men. 20, 25 and 35c.
Knee length Jersey Leggings for Children. Misses and Women, 75c, 85c,
and $1.00, at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

ALBUQUERQ

will give a
Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld
LADIES' TAILORING.
cliurch tea at her residence, 10O9 West
ALBUQUERQUE
Madam Gross, of New York city, is
Tijeras avenue, from 2:30 to 6 o'clock
ACADEM
Saturday, December 9. The public Is now ready to receive customers. Call, '
Open Saturday nl
and imagine you are calling at Ault-- i
cordially invited.
man's, In New York city. You will 4 ombo hall. Instruct
to 9 o'clock. Soc
Dance at the Casino Saturday even receive work equal to theirs.
One
AUCTION
or- trial will convince the most fastidious
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
ing. Music by the Loebs-Devlnchestra. Only respectable people
lady that Madam Gross understands
her business. Railroad avenue, over
Tuesday. December 12. at 1:30 p. m
LAND MATT
B. Iiield's.
Room 2ti.
sharp, in the double store rooms of
H. W. S. O
XMAS SUGGESTIONS
the Gleckler building, opposite the
United States Court
OOOOCOOOQOCXDOOCOCODOCXJOO
Commercial club. I will sell at pub
703 WeBt Silver avenu
HIGHEST PRir.FPAin PDR
nc auction me entire nirntsnings of a
SOUVENIR
ALBUMS.
KODAKS.
to matters before the
beautiful
home, consisting BURNT
BICYCLES,
LEATHER,
OLD CLOTHING.
of a $50
range, kitchen utensils KNIVES,
FOOT BALLS,
RAZORS.
M. Langer,
MADAM GR
dishes, a IM refrigerator. $35 dining BOXING GLOVES, STRIKING BAGS.
303 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
a
table, buffet,
china cabinet, seven FISHING RODS AND REELS. AT
e:i
LADIES' TAILORINt
leather seat dlnina; chairs, brass bed, HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.
L'EVV ARMIJO BUILDI
CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXOO
box' mattress, chiffonier, dressing table. Davenport, parlor tables, Morris
chair, sectional book case, writing
desk, rockers, base burner, carpets,
pictures and other articles too numerous to nuntion.
These goods are
new and perfectly sanitary. Call and
Inspect them Monday berore the pale.
I
It. S. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
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five-roo-

PLUMBING

"

Notice.
Eagles who are Interested in
organizing an Eagles' club will meet
Sunday ot 2 p. m., Dec. 10, at Red
Men's hall, Gold avenue.
COMMITTEE.
All

TOO LATE TO

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATH
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

CLASSIFY

WANTED A competent cook; family
of three. Apply Sunday evening,
between 5 and ti. 1015 West Railroad avenue.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

FEED YOUR HORSE RIO PUER-CHAY. BEST HAY ON THE MAR-KETHE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
CO. 602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

"SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Whether "she" is wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable remembrance is a bouquet of beautiful flowers. We Just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.

WHITNEY COMPANY

- FLORIST

IVES,

319 WEST SANTA

South Fint Strtrt

J

401-4- 03

118.

CHAS. F. MYERS.- -

A
KI.KCANT

WM. MclNTOSH.

PROPRIETORS

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KSAL.Ii

Dtttchess Ttfottses

RKTAIL,

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

IN
TUK
POCKET KNIVKS IS THE MOST COMP1.KTK
UY WISS." IK AT ANY TIME THEY KAIL TO STAY SHARP
YOL'R MONEY HACK Oil A NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACE.

OlUt STOCK
SETS. ALL, KINDS AND PMC!-:WE (! I' A RAN TEE OCR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE
CAItVINO

A

KI.AW IN THEM. RET PUN TO PS AND

KECEIE

OI

SAFETY RAZORS
Cole's

Hot Blast

ill

line of these celebrated trousers at $1.75, $2.50, $3.00 and

(JIIJ.ETTE." "STAR"

AND "GEM" ARE THE REST.
IS A FINE PRESENT TO GIVE.

ITEM

THE "UNIVERSAL"
AND CAKE MAKER

BREAD

$3.50 per pair.

N1

TMC

THIS

bdll'OiiiYersar

KOOtt CHOPPERS.

HEATERS AND RANGES
REST

MADE.

ALL

OUR GUARANTEE

TU

V

A 1A

$1.00

S!ZEj

AND

LOW EST

for a rip in the seat or

PRICES

PISTOLS AND

REVOLVERS

WINCHESTER
R1K1

ES.

SHOTGUNS

AND

Mixes and Kneads
Bread TliorouLiy

AMMUNITION.

In
I

Bread
Maker

.vr

.- .

COLT'S
AUTOMATIC

for a button, 50c for a rip in waist band,
a new pair.

t

North Fint Stwtt

OOCOOCCOCKXXXXXXO

OR YOC FIND

10c

II

FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

SOUTHWEST.

We have a new

owl

At this aeasoti of the game, when one of the foremost thoughts of everybody's brain is the purchasing of
things for others wouldn't it he well to remember that
charity begins at home.
A hint should be sufficient.
The newest in
Are you wearing last year's clothes?
Overcoats
Suits at $10 to $:I0.
everything here.

f

After occupying the attention of
the court all day, the Washington
mine caul has taken another vacation
till after the jury trials, which will
begin on Monday at 9 o'clock, when
thi Jurymen are notified to be present.
. E. Dame returned
District Clerk
last night on train No. 9, from a hurried business trip to Washington, D.
C. Mr. Dame saw the game between
the army and the navy on Saturday
and paid his respects to the president
at the gridiron side.
The president
viewed the game first from t he army
side and then from the side of the
navy, spending the halves evenly between tlie two sides.
This probably
accounts for the teams scoring an
equal number of points.

w

AVENUE.

Os0

education at. Santa Fe today.
Dr. T. H. Dabney this morning purchased tho Sarah Mc.Milleti property
at 311 North Fifth street, for $:U'-Dr- .
Dabney expecls to occupy the property, with his family.
M. Schuster, of Schuster Tiros., gen- eral merchants at Ilolhrook, who Is
spending a few days In the city with
his family, who reside at 503 Copper
avenue, expects to return to Holbrook
on Sunday.
of the
A. B. Deniant, president
Southwestern Lead and Coal company. Is in the city In company with
J. W. Thompson, general manager of
the Southern Indiana railroad. Both
gentlemen reside at Terre Haute. Ind.
This evening at 8 o'clock a camp-fir- e
and social will be held at the residence of Comrade A. M. Wliitcomb
under tho auspices' of the Woman's
Kellef Corps. The public is cordially
invited and especially the G. A. H.
and the Ladies' Circle.
The New Mexican says: Attorney
N. B. Field, of Albuquerque, left that
town last night for Washington, 11.
C, on legal business connected with
the case of the Caledonian Coal coma
pany of Gallup, vs. the Atchison,
& Santa Fe railway. Ho will be
absent from the territory for two or
three weeks.
H. E. Sherman, n well known gentleman of this city, has recveived a
letter giving him the news of lio
Printing
burning of the Standard
company's office and plant at St. l'aul,
Minn., and In which "is brother, C.
O. Sherman, was a member of the
company. The latter is also a brother
of Mrs. Jay Hubbs, of this city.
The presence of Senor Felix Garcia
and his excellent orchestra precipi
tated a very pleasant dancing party at
the Alvarado last evening. After de
lighting the guests at dinner, the orchestra moved from the lobby to the
dining room, where a space had been
cleared for dancing. The affair was
entirely impromptu and delightful to
ay the least.
Don't forget the matinee of the All
Star Specialty company for ladies and
children at Elks opera house tinor-ro(Saturday) afternoon, at 2:15 p.
m. Raymond Teal promises a rare
program of new and
songs
specialties, etc. Prices, Matinee, 15
and 25 cents. Saturday night will
Prices, 25,
close their engagement.
35 and 50 cents.
Ben All Lounabery and Don W.
Lusk, who left Albuquerque three
weeks ago for an overland trip to California, returned to the city this
morning. They were forced to abandon their trip on account of Mr.
Lounsbery being called to California
on urgent business.
After spending
a few days here Mr. Lounsbery will
go to Bukersiield to spend the winter.
The Silver City Independent says:
George. H. Anderson of Albuquerque,
Is in tow n for the purpose of gathering data for the history or New Mexico which for several months past haa
been in courso of preparation under
the editorial direction of a number of
well known citizens of the territory.
As an exhaustive research is being
made, he will probably remain in
town until after the holidays.
Clippings announcing the death, of
Charles B. Galloway, the well known
and popular manager of the Peabody
hotel, Memphis, Tenu., have been received by friends in this city. The
deceased was one of the best known
hotel keepers of the south, and had
reached the ripe old age of 70 years.
His death was caused from heart trouble.
Mr. Galloway had visited New
Mexico and other sections of the ereat
southwest a number of times, and it
is understood was, even at the time
of bis death, interested in ininfrg
properties out this way.

DISTRICT

To-pek-

CO.

1905.

Suit or
Overcoat

n,

1

h ii .1 let us help you on tlu Christmas
nU proposition,
tnailo sppriul prf parat ions for tho liolhlay trade, and can
take a lot of troulilo off your hands. We have the largest aasort- nu'nt wp ever carried of House Slippers. Press Slippers and Shoes,

Wo

Alxtut your own purchasing cf your

Ar-inlj- o,

Fair and not so cold tonight; Sat
urday fair.
Mr. nnd Mrs. U:iac Graham arc ut
Sam a Ke, visit Ins lr. ami .Mia. r. u.
Harrison.
Mrs. Solomon Luna went to Sutit.i
Ke thl? iiKirnliiK to Bpend a few days
with friends.
ye kN
Dr. A. II. HcndtTson, tin
ear specialist, Is ronlitied to hi homo
liiinss.
with An attack
Mrs. I.. 1. Dills, of Newport, Ark.,
arrived today and will spend the win-(1.
ter Willi her daiiKhter, Mrs. J.
Walker.
The "Cousin Kate" company arrived
1 hey
hold
In the city tlii
nioruiliK.
the boards at mo Elks ineater mis
evening.
Mrs. llarrv Hehder, of South Sec
Injured her
ond Btreet, who l.udly
ankle some time bko. Is reported as
being greatly Improved.
Attorney Frank Ackerman bus
his ofllce from room VI, Oram
bnildiiiK. to the moro comnioilious

Come

0
v

The funeral of Mrs. Margarita
whose de.it h was chronicler! in
The Evening Citizen yesterday afternoon, will tiike place tomorrow morning at StrlM o'clock, at the church of
San Felipe !' Nerl. did Albuquerque.
A enr for those of the city who desire to attend the funeral will leave
the corner of First street and Railroad avenue promptly at ! o'clock tomorrow morning.
The following gentlemen have been
selected as active and honorary pallbearers: . 1'etfeeto Armijo, T. S. Hub-bel- l,
Meliton Chaves. E. V. Chaves, J.
M. 11. Springer.
K. Armijo.
Nestor
Montoyn, d. N. Marron, II. II. Fergus-soCortielio Sandoval. Anlclto Abey-tl- n
of Santa Fe, and Frank Abeytia of
Socorro.
Burial of the well known lady will
take place in Santa Barbara cemetery.
A number of outside relatives have
arrived to attend the funeral and burial. Mrs. Guadalupe Mlera, of Santa
Fe, came In from the north last night;
Miss Ida Armijo, of El Paso, reached
hern ihls morning, and Amhrofllo
Chaves is expected to arrive from
Denver tonight. Anicito Abeytia, of
Santa Fe, and Frank Abeytia, of Socorro, are also in the city.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WtSI KAILkUAMYL.JP

8,

MORNING

TOMORROW

PERSONAL

1

A,

DECEMBER

FUNtRAL OF MRS. ARMIJO

TXCALi AND

2

FRIDAY,

Three Minutes

Hands da nut touch the dough.

i

WITH HA:.3 (NEA0IN6
HAKlS BH1LR BrilAO.

0013 fcWV

N0

Solo Br

119

E. J.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South SeconclSt.
West Gold Ave.
Mji&xvtmtmniumm.

No. 215 WtHt Railroad
'
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